The Members of both Houses of the 213th Legislature were sworn in. They met in Joint Session to receive the Annual State of the State Address from Jon S. Corzine, Governor of the State of New Jersey.

**SENATE ACTION (SESSION)**

Nominations Received and Referred to SJU:

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES:
Honorable Nicholas V. Asselta, of Vineland, to replace Connie O. Hughes, resigned.

**Bills Introduced:**

- S51 Rice,R/Vitale,J+1 Lead toxicity-mand. testing for children  REF SHH
- S52 Rice,R Child mental fac. emp.- crim. hist. check  REF SHH
- S53 Rice,R Minors weapons off-plea bargaining proh  REF SJU
- S54 Rice,R/Gill,N+1 Gang related offense reports-concerns  REF SLP
- S55 Rice,R/Bucco,A CDS-concerns  REF SLP
- S56 Rice,R Low, moderate income housing-concerns  REF SCU
- S57 Rice,R/Madden,F Mortgage fraud, resid.-separate crime  REF SJU
- S58 Rice,R Mun Land Use Law-mod application process  REF SCU
- S59 Rice,R Special law enforcement off.-firearms  REF SLP
- S60 Rice,R Charter sch.-application approval req.  REF SED
- S61 Rice,R Prop. tax appeals-concerns  REF SCU
- S62 Rice,R Emp. and Training Opportunity Act  REF SCU
- S63 Rice,R/Madden,F Sr. Cit. Home Repair, Modification Prog.  REF SCU
- S64 Rice,R Const proj, mun-concerns cert. contracts  REF SCU
- S65 Rice,R Charter sch.-appt. cert. sch. bus. admin  REF SED
- S66 Rice,R Charter sch, new-estab. 3 yr. moratorium  REF SED
- S67 Rice,R Capital improvements-income tax cred.  REF SCU
- S68 Rice,R Water supply/sewerage, cert-tax deduct.  REF SED
- S69 Rice,R Immigrant Affairs Div.-estab. in DLPS  REF SLP
- S70 Rice,R Charter sch. bd. of trustee memb-concern  REF SED
- S71 Rice,R Homeless shelters-concerns  REF SED
- S72 Rice,R Sr. Reverse Mortgage Prop. Tax Asst Prog  REF SED
- S73 Rice,R/Turner,S Ads-proh bus from posting on vacant prop  REF SCM
- S74 Rice,R Tax assessments, cert.-limits incr.  REF SED
- S75 Connors,C+3 Hooked on Fishing-Not on Drugs-estab  REF SEN
- S76 Connors,C Nuclear Power Fac. Decomm. Council  REF SEG
- S77 Connors,C Sex offenders-concerns  REF SLP
- S78 Connors,C+1 Hotel occupancy fee-concerns  REF SWT
- S79 Connors,C Condemnation of cert resid prop-concerns  REF SCU
- S80 Connors,C Sex offenders-concerns  REF SLP
- S81 Connors,C+1 Illegal aliens, cert.-workers comp excl.  REF SED
- S82 Connors,C+1 Emp. elig.-req. cert. certifications  REF SED
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S83 Connors,C  Dredging acct., special-estab.  REF SEN
S84 Connors,C  Dredging of cert. waterways-concerns  REF SEN
S85 Connors,C  Internet Predator Investigation Fd-estab  REF SLP
S86 Connors,C/Allen,D  Pub. fd, stolen-garnish pension contrib.  REF SSG
S87 Connors,C/Bucco,A+1  St. emp.-reduce number to FY2000 level  REF SSG
S88 Connors,C  Age-restricted community-concerns  REF SCU
S89 Connors,C  Illegal aliens-impose hiring sanctions  REF SLA
S90 Connors,C  Energy tax rev.-concerns  REF SEG
S91 Weinberg,L/Vitale,J  Disab, physical-concerns health care  REF SHH
S92 Weinberg,L  Passaic Valley Sewerage Comm.-concerns  REF SSG
S93 Weinberg,L  Health care-concerns physical access  REF SHH
S94 Weinberg,L  Drunk driv.-concerns blood alco. level  REF SLP
S95 Weinberg,L/Singer,R  Nonpub. sch. students-concerns svcs.  REF SED
S96 Weinberg,L  Physicians continuing ed.-concerns  REF SCM
S97 Weinberg,L  St. Auth. Reform Act  REF SSG
S98 Weinberg,L/Vitale,J+4  Adolescent Pregnancy Advis Council-appts  REF SHH
S99 Weinberg,L  Surgical practices-concerns  REF SHH
S100 Weinberg,L  VCCB-concerns restitution  REF SLP
S101 Weinberg,L+2  Med. examiners-concerns  REF SHH
S102 Weinberg,L  Political campaign comm. off.-concerns  REF SSG
S103 Weinberg,L+1  Loc. govt. off-req finan disclosure stmt  REF SSG
S104 Weinberg,L+1  Domestic viol. Health Care Response Act  REF SHH
S105 Weinberg,L+1  Domestic viol. pub. awareness campaign  REF SHH
S106 Weinberg,L+1  Domestic viol.-community response  REF SSG
S108 Weinberg,L/Rice,R  Amer. Indian Affairs Comm.-add 2 memb.  REF SWT
S109 Weinberg,L/Rice,R  Native Amer. Burial Ground Task Force  REF SWT
S110 Weinberg,L/Buono,B  Sch emp/bus driv-revise crim hist checks  REF SED
S111 Weinberg,L  Adoption agencies-criminal background ck  REF SHH
S112 Weinberg,L/lesniak,R  Civil Marriage, Religious Prot Act-enact  REF SJU
S113 Weinberg,L  HPV vaccine-concerns coverage  REF SHH
S114 Weinberg,L  Managed care plans-assignment cert. benf  REF SCM
S115 Weinberg,L  Gov. affairs agents-concerns disclosure  REF SSG
S116 Scutari,N/lesniak,R  Liquid asset repymt., cert.-concerns  REF SED
S117 Scutari,N  Accident caused by drunk driver-concerns  REF SCM
S121 Scutari,N+3  Mentally ill offenders-estab prog  REF SHH
S122 Scutari,N  Out-of-St. Sch. Placement Comm.-estab.  REF SED
S124 Scutari,N  Notaries-crim. background check req.  REF SJU
S125 Scutari,N  Wrongful death act-amends  REF SJU
S126 Scutari,N+1  Leg. memb.-concerns holding dual office  REF SSG
S127 Scutari,N  Haz. material transp.-concerns  REF STR
S128 Scutari,N  Income tax forms, cert.-St req to prepare  REF SBA
S129 Scutari,N  Law practice, unauth.-upgrades offense  REF SJU
S130 Scutari,N  Adverse possession-concerns  REF SCU
S131 Scutari,N  Motorist insur. coverage-concern limits  REF SCM
S132 Scutari,N  Unfair practices, settlements-concerns  REF SCM
S133 Scutari,N  Carbon monoxide detectors-concerns  REF SCM
S134 Scutari,N/Kean,T+5  Pesticide applications-use silver flags  REF SEN
S135 Scutari,N  Land surveyors-concerns lic qualif.  REF SCM
S137 Scutari,N/Kean,T  Police off., mun.-concerns power  REF SLP
S138 Scutari,N  Imitation firearms-concerns sale  REF SLP
S139 Scutari,N  Real estate promotions-concerns  REF SCM
S140 Lesniak,R  Nonprofit scholarship org.-pilot prog.  REF SED
S141 Lesniak,R/Buono,B  Voter regis. permits at polling place  REF SSG
S142 Lesniak,R  Abbott dist presch ed-concerns contracts  REF SED
S143 Lesniak,R  Prof sporting events-wagering at casinos  REF SWT
S144 Lesniak,R  Graduated driv. lic. law-modifies  REF STR
S145 Lesniak,R  Imaging ctrs.-org. delivery sys. network  REF SHH
S146 Lesniak,R  St. Song: “Who says you can’t go home”  REF SSG
S147 Lesniak,R  Victim-Witness Scholarship Fd.-estab.  REF SLP
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S148 Lesniak,R Higher ed. devel. and planning-concerns REF SED
S149 Allen,D/Vitale,J PAAD/Sr. Gold prog.-automatic enrollment REF SHH
S150 Allen,D/Vitale,J+10 Organ, tissue donation-concerns REF SHH
S151 Allen,D/Girgenti,J Police off., retired-concerns firearms REF SLP
S152 Allen,D/Gill,N Resid. condemnation-req. just comp. REF SCU
S153 Allen,D/Gill,N Condemnation for redevel purpose-concern REF SCU
S154 Allen,D Eminent domain-temp. moratorium REF SCU
S155 Allen,D+6 Jessica Lunsford Act REF SLP
S156 Allen,D SHBP-concerns cert dependent enrollment REF SSG
S157 Allen,D Buono,B Bd. of ed. memb.-background check REF SED
S158 Allen,D Leg., PERS cred.-desig. one position REF SSG
S159 Allen,D Main Street NJ prog.-concerns REF SCU
S160 Allen,D Eminent domain-concerns realty. REF SCU
S161 Allen,D/Weinberg,L+3 Homestead rebate-65 yrs or older, disab. REF SCU
S162 Allen,D PERS-concerns optional memb. REF SSG
S163 Allen,D Hosp charity care subsidy-concerns REF SCU
S164 Bucco,A/Gill,N+9 Overcrowding-auth. addl. fines REF SCU
S165 Bucco,A Child custody-concerns REF SJU
S166 Bucco,A Pregnant women/marriage lic-HIV test req REF SHH
S167 Bucco,A+2 Vol firefighters, retired-concerns insur REF SCU
S168 Bucco,A Downhill skiing-concerns cert. req. REF SWT
S169 Bucco,A Vet's monument, Roxbury Twp-restore,$10K REF SLP
S170 Bucco,A Hearing Aid Asst. Prog.-incr. allowance REF SHH
S171 Bucco,A Devel. Disab Care Contrib Rate Appeal Bd. REF SHH
S172 Bucco,A Substance abuse treatment-insur coverage REF SHH
S173 Bucco,A/Sarlo,P Diabetic students-sch emp. training req. REF SED
S174 Bucco,A Fire detection equip.-exempt sales taxes REF SCM
S175 Bucco,A Juv detention off., co.-police powers REF SLP
S176 Bucco,A Sales tax holiday-Aug. 26 thru Sept. 1 REF SEG
S177 Bucco,A Sales tax holiday-estab. Dec 10-25, 2004 REF SEG
S179 Bucco,A/Girgenti,J Co corrections off-auth. to carry firearm REF SLP
S180 Bucco,A/Girgenti,J Driv. approaching emerg. veh.-conditions REF SLP
S181 Bucco,A/Adler,J Co. bds. of taxation-decrease memb. REF SCU
S182 Bucco,A Law enforcement off., cert.-use stun guns REF SLP
S183 Bucco,A Special ed. students, St. aid-concerns REF SED
S184 Bucco,A/Sweeney,S Safe Haven sites-concerns REF SHH
S185 Cardinale,G/Bucco,A Women's Right to Know Act REF SHH
S186 Cardinale,G/Bucco,A Oral recitation in pub. sch.-daily;$10K REF SED
S187 Cardinale,G Toll rds.-waive tolls, cert. conditions REF STR
S188 Cardinale,G Product sellers-modify tort liab. REF SJU
S189 Cardinale,G Dept. of Banking & Insur-emp restriction REF SCM
S190 Cardinale,G Real prop. reassessment-estab moratorium REF SCU
S191 Cardinale,G/Singer,R Med. malpractice insur.-concerns liab. REF SCM
S192 Cardinale,G/Bucco,A Police off., retired-concerns fire arms REF SLP
S193 Cardinale,G Handgun permit-revises procedures REF SLP
S194 Cardinale,G Police, cert. out-of-st.-carry handguns REF SLP
S195 Cardinale,G Handgun-application evaluation standards REF SLP
S196 Cardinale,G/Sarlo,P+4 Sch. dist. budgets-concerns REF SED
S197 Cardinale,G/Scutari,N Flood insur.-concerns REF SCM
S198 Cardinale,G World Trade Ctr. site-regulate entry REF STR
S199 Cardinale,G Health care svc. referrals-concerns REF SHH
S200 Cardinale,G Stream cleaning-concerns REF SEN
S201 Cardinale,G Health care svc referrals, cert-concerns REF SHH
S202 Singer,R Substance awareness coordinator-concerns REF SED
S203 Singer,R/Vitale,J+3 Hearing aids-health insur. coverage req. REF SCM
S204 Singer,R Homestead prop. tax reimb.-revise elig. REF SED
S205 Singer,R Vet. combat operations-extend benf. elig. REF SSG
S206 Singer,R Shopping ctr. leases, cert.-concerns REF SCM
S207 Singer,R/Adler,J Absentee ballots, college resid-concerns REF SSG
S208 Singer,R Pub sch emp-concern substance abuse prog REF SED
S209 Singer,R Sch. bd. emp.-NJEA convention REF SED
S210 Singer,R+1 Sch. bd. emp.-mil. svc. cred. REF SED
S211 Singer,R/Bucco,A Firemen-clarify tenure protections REF SSG
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S212    Singer,R    Emerg. response veh.-red lights/sirens   REF SLP
S213    Singer,R    Custody determinations-removal cases   REF SJU
S214    Singer,R    Stewardship of forests-concerns   REF SEN
S215    Singer,R/Kyrillos,J    Funeral, disruption-concerns   REF SJU
S216    Singer,R    NJ STARS/STARS II-elig., disab. students   REF SED
S217    Singer,R/Bucco,A    Tobacco products-concerns retail sales   REF SHH
S218    Singer,R    Jersey Fresh-sale along cert. toll rds.   REF SEG
S219    Singer,R+1    Tobacco products-concerns lic.   REF SBA
S220    Singer,R/Bucco,A    Health club memb., cert.-income tax cred   REF SHH
S221    Singer,R    Nursing homes-prov. Medicaid elig. info.   REF SHH
S222    Singer,R    PERS-concerns accidental disab. benf.   REF SSG
S223    Singer,R/Bucco,A    Tobacco products-concerns retail sales   REF SHH
S224    Singer,R    Handicapped parking-exempt from meters   REF STR
S225    Singer,R    Utility shut-offs-concerns cert. notice   REF SEG
S226    Singer,R    Public Sch. Student Recess-study benefits   REF SED
S227    Lesniak,R    Chiropractic practice-concerns   REF SCM
S228    Lesniak,R    Consumer Electronics Warranty Lemon Law   REF SCM
S229    Lesniak,R    Certified pub. accountants-concerns   REF SCM
S230    Weinberg,L    St. reports & publications-concerns   REF SSG
S231    Adler,J    Wrongful death actions-amends   REF SJU
S232    Adler,J/Vitale,J    False Claims Act-estab.   REF SJU
S233    Adler,J    Drug and alcohol abuse-concerns treatment   REF SJU
S234    Adler,J    Law Against Discrim.-makes changes   REF SJU
S235    Adler,J/Bucco,A    Food producers-concerns limited liab.   REF SJU
S236    Adler,J/Turner,S+5    Casinos, smoking ban exception-elim.   REF SHH
S237    Adler,J/Madden,F    Hazardous material carriers-DRPA off. inspect   REF SLP
S238    Adler,J/Girgenti,J    School food in vending machines-estab. req   REF SED
S239    Adler,J/Kean,T+1    Law against Discrim.-clarify cert. viol.   REF SJU
S240    Adler,J    Solar energy sys.-exempt prop. tax   REF SEG
S241    Adler,J+2    Destructive devices-revise definition   REF SLP
S242    Adler,J    Mandated Health Benf. Advis Comm.-revises   REF SHH
S243    Adler,J/Cardinale,G    Sch. dist.-concerns energy costs   REF SED
S244    Adler,J/Gill,N+1    Affordable housing-concerns   REF SCU
S245    Adler,J    Co. bridge comm.-concerns   REF STR
S246    Adler,J    Insurance fraud-concerns   REF SCM
S247    Adler,J    Catastrophic Health Care Claims Prog.   REF SCM
S248    Adler,J    Mortgage foreclosures, cert.-concerns   REF SED
S249    Adler,J    RR security-concerns   REF STR
S250    Adler,J+1    Bid ad. req., cert.-concerns   REF SSG
S251    Adler,J    False info., env laws-civil, crim. penal   REF SEN
S252    Adler,J/Sweeney,S    Recreational Fishing Alliance-lic. plate   REF STR
S253    Kyrillos,J+4    Abbott dist. design-concerns   REF SED
S254    Kyrillos,J    Sch. dist. bus. functions-concerns   REF SED
S255    Kyrillos,J    Ed. Reform Comm.-estab.   REF SED
S256    Kyrillos,J/Sweeney,S    Corporate bus. tax yrs. 2002-2005-concerns   REF SBA
S257    Kyrillos,J    Ethics training-req. govt affairs agents   REF SSG
S258    Kyrillos,J    Loc. govt. off., cert.-ethics training req   REF SSG
S259    Kyrillos,J/Adler,J+3    Ethics training-req. govt affairs agents   REF SSG
S260    Kyrillos,J/Adler,J+3    Leg. ethics training-concerns   REF SSG
S261    Kyrillos,J/Cardinale,G    Corporate bus. tax-net operating loss deduct   REF SBA
S262    Kyrillos,J    Leg. leadership comm.-abolishes   REF SSG
S263    Kyrillos,J    Bus. emp. incentives, cert.-allows   REF SEG
S264    Kyrillos,J    Abbott dist.-concerns St. aid   REF SED
S265    Kyrillos,J    Sales, use incentives from 7% to 6%   REF SBA
S266    Kyrillos,J    Abbott dist.-concerns St. aid   REF SED
S267    Kyrillos,J+2    Abbott dist.-concerns St. aid   REF SED
S268    Kyrillos,J+1    Abbott dist.-concerns St. aid   REF SED
S269    Kyrillos,J    Abbott dist.-concerns St. aid   REF SED
S270    Kyrillos,J    Abbott dist.-concerns St. aid   REF SED
S271    Kyrillos,J    Abbott dist.-concerns St. aid   REF SED
S272    Kyrillos,J    Abbott dist.-concerns St. aid   REF SED
S273    Kyrillos,J    Abbott dist.-concerns St. aid   REF SED
S274    Kyrillos,J    Abbott dist.-concerns St. aid   REF SED
S275    Kyrillos,J    Abbott dist.-concerns St. aid   REF SED
S276    Kyrillos,J    Abbott dist.-concerns St. aid   REF SED
S277    Kean,T    St. Auditor-expands duties   REF SSG
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S278  Kean,T  General Accounting Office-estab.  REF SSG
S279  Kean,T/Sweeney,S  Harboring, concealing sex offender-penal  REF SLP
S280  Kean,T/Bucco,A  Bus. tax cred.-lowers job elig. req.  REF SEG
S281  Kean,T/Adler,J  Econ. Devel. Promotion Act  REF SEG
S282  Kean,T  Govt. Functions and Svcs. Study Comm.  REF SSG
S283  Kean,T/Bucco,A  Bus. tax cred.-lowers job elig. req.  REF SEG
S284  Kean,T/Allen,D  Vol ambulance/fire co. -impact stmt. req.  REF SSG
S285  Kean,T  Med. Malpractice Ct. -estab.  REF SJU
S286  Kean,T  Inter -mun. land disputes -concerns  REF SCU
S287  Kean,T  Camp. contrib.-proh. cert. bus. entities  REF SSG
S288  Kean,T  Vets' Oral Hist. Foundation-estab.  REF SLP
S289  Kean,T  Alternate fuel veh.-income tax cred.  REF SEN
S290  Kean,T  Fuel efficient veh.-sales tax exemption  REF SEN
S291  Kean,T  Alternate fuels corp. bus. tax credit  REF SEN
S292  Kean,T  Refueling fac. -prov. map  REF STR
S293  Kean,T  Housing purch. grant prog.-cert mil memb  REF SLP
S294  Kean,T  Human trafficking 24-hr. hotline;$75K  REF SJU
S295  Kean,T  Human trafficking-allow  REF SBA
S296  Whelan,J/Van Drew,J  Atlantic City Convention Ctr. proj.  REF SWT
S297  Whelan,J/Gordon,R  Higher ed. instn. corp bus tax cred  REF SBA
S298  Whelan,J+1  St. coll. emp. contracts-concerns  REF SED
S299  Whelan,J  Gov. records-make available on internet  REF SBA
S300  Bateman,C  Common Interest & Homeowners' Assn. Act  REF SJU
S301  Bateman,C  Community Dispute Resolution Comm.-estab  REF SCU
S302  Bateman,C  Homeowners' asso.-cert. fees  REF SCU
S303  Bateman,C  Homeowners' asso.-cert. fees  REF SCU
S304  Bateman,C  Condo. laws-amends  REF SCU
S305  Bateman,C  Condominiums-governance  REF SCU
S306  Bateman,C  Real estate prop. mgrs.-prov. for cert.  REF SBA
S307  Bateman,C  Affordable housing-cert fees  REF SCU
S308  Bateman,C  DWI-expand statute, incl. blood testing  REF SLP
S309  Bateman,C  Pub. sch. field trips-concerns costs  REF SED
S310  Bateman,C  Prescription drug label-concerns  REF SHH
S311  Bateman,C  Fingerprinting-concerns  REF SJU
S312  Bateman,C  Bound Brook, Manville -flood damage asst.  REF SBA
S313  Bateman,C  Deferred comp. taxation, cert. emp-excl.  REF SBA
S314  Bateman,C  Homestead prop. tax-concerns  REF SBA
S315  Bateman,C  High sch. pupils-concerns community svc.  REF SED
S316  Kean,S  P.O.W. -auth. lic. plates  REF STR
S317  Kean,S  EMT/firefighters, vol.-mileage reimb.  REF SLP
S318  Kean,S  Distinguished Flying Cross-lic. plate  REF STR
S319  Kean,S  Mil., receiving combat pay-tax exemp.  REF SBA
S320  Kean,S  Learner's permit, special-concerns  REF STR
S321  Kean,S  Fishing gear on artificial reefs-proh.  REF SEN
S322  Kean,S  Crim. street gang participation-concerns  REF SLP
S323  Kean,S  Takanassee Beach Club, purch.$14M  REF SEN
S324  Kean,S  Seaside bathing establishments-repeal  REF SLP
S326  Ciesla,A  Vet's tax deduction-extends  REF SCU
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S343  Ciesla,A  Vet. Home Health Care Demo. Prog.;$1M   REF SHH
S344  Ciesla,A/Kyrillos,J  Vet benf.-extends cert. elig.   REF SSG
S345  Ciesla,A  PFRS-incr. cert. benf   REF SSG
S346  Ciesla,A  Forensic scientists, cert.-add to PERS   REF SSG
S347  Ciesla,A+2  NJT Corp. emp-crim. background checks   REF STR
S348  Ciesla,A  Real prop transfer fees, cert-terminates   REF SCU
S349  Ciesla,A  Radiation detectors -mount on cert cranes   REF STR
S350  Ciesla,A/Singer,R  Homestead prop. tax reim b.-elig. req.   REF SCU
S351  Ciesla,A/Buono,B  DHSS-Clinical Trials Registry, creates   REF SHH
S352  Ciesla,A  Chimney sweeps-registration req.   REF SCM
S353  Ciesla,A  Sr cit, disab-exempt, really transfer fee   REF SCU
S354  Ciesla,A+1  Emerg Svcs Vol Length, Svc Award-concern   REF SCU
S355  Ciesla,A  Transp Trust Fd -restore fiscal integrity   REF STR
S356  Ciesla,A  Sex offenders-proh. cert. jobs   REF SLP
S357  Ciesla,A  Telemarketing pol. calls-concerns   REF SCM
S358  Ciesla,A  Animal cruelty offenses-concerns   REF SEG
S359  Ciesla,A/Bucco,A+3  Vaccines containing mercury-elim. use   REF SHH
S360  Ciesla,A  Autism Ed. Council-estab.   REF SED
S361  Ciesla,A/Bucco,A  Retir. income-incr income tax exclusions   REF SBA
S362  Ciesla,A  Homestead Rebate-incr. income elig.   REF SBA
S363  Ciesla,A/Bucco,A  Dogs-concerns sale   REF SEG
S364  Ciesla,A/Bucco,A  Kennel overcrowding-reg. to proh.   REF SEG
S365  Ciesla,A  Sargassum, wild-proh. harvesting or sale   REF SEN
S366  Lesniak,R  Smoking in veh. with child-present-offense   REF SHH
S367  Lesniak,R  Tampering w/witnesses-upgrades penal.   REF SJJU
S369  Gill,N  Co prosecutors' off costs-St. assumption   REF SJJU
S370  Gill,N+2  Sexual abuse-elim. statute of limitation   REF SJJU
S371  Gill,N  Police interrogations, cert.-concerns   REF SJJU
S372  Gill,N  World Trade Ctr.-bldg. code compliance   REF STR
S373  Gill,N/Weinberg,L  Off of Women's Research & Policy-creates   REF SHH
S374  Gill,N  Homeowners Equity Prot. Act   REF SCM
S375  Gill,N/Adler,J+2  Health Insur Affordability Access Reform   REF SCM
S376  Gill,N  Election results-mandatory audits req.   REF SSG
S377  Gill,N  Equity in Ed. Prog. Act   REF SED
S378  Gill,N  Overdraft fees-finan. instlt to disclose   REF SCM
S379  Gill,N  Disab. vet.-concerns prop. tax exemp.   REF SCU
S380  Gill,N  Driv. lic. renewal-persons 70 and older   REF STR
S381  Gill,N  Pharmacy benf. mgmt. co.-reg.   REF SCM
S382  Gill,N  Open Pub. Meetings Act-revise provisions   REF SSG
S383  Gill,N  Open Pub. Meetings Act-monitor req.   REF SSG
S384  Gill,N  Insur. premium-limits finance charge   REF SCM
S385  Gill,N  Exec. Branch-proh. cert. activities   REF SSSG
S386  Gill,N  Workers comp. judges-concerns   REF SJJU
S387  Gill,N  Captive insur.-reg.   REF SCM
S388  Gill,N  Insur. policies-cert.-concerns pymt caps   REF SCM
S389  Gill,N/Vitale,J+1  Auto. insur. underwriting rules-concerns   REF SCM
S390  Gill,N  Life insur. policies-concerns   REF SCM
S391  Gill,N  Anti-Phishing Act-estab.   REF SCM
S392  Gill,N  Trademark Anti-Counterfeiting Act-revise   REF SJJU
S394  Bateman,C  Solar energy sys.-concerns taxation   REF SEG
S395  Lance,L+1  Tickets received by candidates-disclose   REF SSG
S396  Lance,L+2  Ethical Standards Comm.-reconstitutes   REF SSG
S397  Lance,L  Political contrib.-proh. on pub. prop.   REF SSSG
S398  Lance,L  Lobbyists-greater disclosure;$150K   REF SSG
S399  Lance,L+2  St Rev Forecasting Integrity Comm-estab   REF SBA
S400  Lance,L  Pol. contrib.-proh. cert.   REF SSG
S401  Lance,L/Codey,R+18  St. Song:“I'm from NJ”   REF SSSG
S402  Lance,L/Adler,J+16  Mil. death benf.-prov. to survivors   REF SSSG
S403  Lance,L  Ballot questions-include cert. info.   REF SBA
S404  Lance,L/Turner,S+7  Smart growth areas-concerns permits   REF SEN
S405  Lance,L+1  Camp. contrib. by bus. entities-concerns   REF SSSG
S406  Lance,L  St. bond issuers-reg. participation   REF SBA
S407  Lance,L/Bucco,A  Highlands Region-concerns cert. constr   REF SEN
S408  Lance,L  Highlands Water Prot. Act-concerns   REF SEN
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S409 Van Drew,J+2 Pharmacy Qual. Assurance, Error Prev Act REF SHH
S410 Van Drew,J Insur policies, cert-cancellation notice REF SCM
S411 Van Drew,J Hotel occupancy fee-reduce rate REF SCU
S412 Van Drew,J St. Song:”NJ, USA” REF SSG
S413 Van Drew,J Animal cruelty investigations-concerns REF SLP
S414 Van Drew,J+4 Vet. benf.-broadens elig. REF SLP
S415 Van Drew,J Real Prop Revaluation Review Comm-create REF SCU
S416 Van Drew,J Electronic messages, cert.-estab. penal. REF SCM
S417 Van Drew,J Prescriptions-legibly printed or typed REF SHH
S418 Van Drew,J Svcs. stations, self-service-concerns REF STR
S419 Van Drew,J St. correction off.-retitles REF SSG
S420 Van Drew,J Elective pub off., more than one-concerns REF SSG
S421 Van Drew,J State svc.-concerns number of positions REF SLP
S422 Van Drew,J St. Law Enforcement Off. Bill of Rights REF SLP
S423 Van Drew,J Recorded telephone messages-concerns REF SCM
S424 Van Drew,J Initiation fees-phases out sales tax REF SBA
S425 Van Drew,J St.-admin. retir. sys.-concerns loans REF SSG
S426 Van Drew,J Juv. cases-concerns waiver REF SJU
S427 Van Drew,J Corrections off.-proh. str. gang memb. REF SLP
S428 Van Drew,J Games of skill-concerns alco. bev. lic. REF SME
S429 Van Drew,J Libraries, mun. free-concerns excess fds REF SCU
S430 Pennacchio,J Downhill skiing-makes cert. req. REF SWT
S431 Pennacchio,J Handicapped children-retrofit co. parks REF SCU
S432 Pennacchio,J Big Brothers/Sisters-crim hist check fee REF SLP
S433 Pennacchio,J Sch. bd emp., bus driv. -background check REF SED
S434 Pennacchio,J Health benf. plans-concerns REF SCM
S435 Pennacchio,J Health insur policy form-concerns filing REF SCM
S436 Pennacchio,J Fed. Thrift Savings Fd. contrib.-concern REF SBA
S437 Pennacchio,J Troy Meadows Nat. Area-St. acquire REF SEN
S438 Pennacchio,J Newark, plane crash costs;$1.5M REF SCU
S439 Pennacchio,J Law enforcement emp. hiring-concerns REF SLP
S440 Pennacchio,J/Beck,J+3 Sales, use tax-decrease from 7% to 6% REF SBA
S441 Pennacchio,J+1 Taxation rate-concerns cert. mun. REF SEN
S442 Pennacchio,J High sch. special ed.-prop.-concerns REF SED
S443 Pennacchio,J Meadowlands convention ctr proj-concerns REF SEG
S444 Pennacchio,J Sexual assault, cert.-concerns REF SJU
S445 Pennacchio,J Transparency in Govt. Act-estab. REF SSG
S446 Pennacchio,J Corrections off., cert.-concerns REF SLP
S447 Haines,P Pinelands-proh. St. exporting water REF SEN
S448 Haines,P Vacancy Review Bd-estab., Personnel Dept REF SSG
S449 Haines,P Preserved farmland-devel easements REF SEG
S450 Haines,P+1 Inmate hosp. care-concerns rates REF SLP
S451 Haines,P Emergency supplies-concerns REF SLP
S452 Buono,B/Sarlo,P Driv. while revoked-incr. prison term REF SLP
S453 Buono,B/Sarlo,P DWI offense-concerns downgrading offense REF SLP
S454 Buono,B/Scutari,N+2 Lemon law-expands consumer prot. REF SCM
S455 Buono,B+1 Small emp. health benf.-concerns REF SCM
S456 Buono,B Fin. Info. Privacy Act REF SCM
S457 Buono,B Emerg. svcs vol, paid leave-bus tax cred REF SLP
S458 Buono,B Safe Sch., Communities Viol. Prev.,$5.1M REF SED
S459 Buono,B Sch. buses, newly-manuf.-equip w/sensors REF SED
S460 Buono,B Sch. transp.-pupils on haz. rts. REF SED
S461 Buono,B Sch. bus safety-concerns REF SED
S462 Buono,B/Madden,F Auto insur. underwriting rules-concerns REF SCM
S463 Buono,B/Sacco,N Health wellness insur. benf.-concerns REF SHH
S464 Buono,B/Madden,F Rail station accessibility, disab.-report REF STR
S465 Buono,B Pharmacy benf. mgmt. co.-concerns REF SCM
S466 Buono,B Natl. Guard memb killed on duty-concerns REF SLP
S467 Buono,B+3 Grace's Law-hearing aid coverage REF SCM
S468 Buono,B+10 Historic Prop. Reinvestment Act REF SWT
S469 Buono,B/Weinberg,L Infection control-health care fac. adopt REF SHH
S470 Buono,B/Lesniak,R Licensed Lenders Act-revises REF SCM
S471 Buono,B St.-admin pension plans-report on status REF SBA
S472 Buono,B Non-tax debt mgmt.-centralizes REF SBA
**Bills Introduced: (cont’d)**

S473 Buono,B  DOE, DOLWD-match cert. data files  REF SED
S474 Buono,B  Lock installation inside class room req.  REF SED
S475 Buono,B  Driv. database, MVC-enhance integrity  REF STR
S476 Gordon,R/Van Drew,J  Computer crimes-concerns  REF SJU
S477 Gordon,R  Meadowlands Econ. Devel. Trust-creates  REF SEG
S478 Gordon,R/Stack,B+1  Residential storage space-tax exempt  REF SBA
S480 Gordon,R  Soil contamination on sch. prop-concerns  REF SEN
S481 Gordon,R/Stack,B+1  Residential storage space-tax exempt  REF SBA
S487 Gordon,R  Nursing ed prog.-income tax deduction  REF SHH
S488 Gordon,R  Meadowlands Econ. Devel. Trust-creates  REF SEG
S489 Gordon,R  Soil contamination on sch. prop-concerns  REF SEN
S490 Gordon,R/Stack,B+1  Residential storage space-tax exempt  REF SBA
S491 Gordon,R  Nursing ed prog.-income tax deduction  REF SHH
S492 Gordon,R  Meadowlands Econ. Devel. Trust-creates  REF SEG
S493 Gordon,R  Soil contamination on sch. prop-concerns  REF SEN
S494 Gordon,R  Soil contamination on sch. prop-concerns  REF SEN
S496 Turner,S  Firearms, assault-second degree crime  REF SLP
S497 Turner,S  Firearms-concerns underage person  REF SLP
S498 Turner,S  Scholarships, off-site-concerns  REF SED
S499 Turner,S  Bail-weapon offenses req. cash  REF SJU
S500 Turner,S  Bail for illegal aliens-concerns  REF SJU
S501 Turner,S  Ex-offender emp.-bus/income tax cred  REF SBA
S502 Turner,S  Prisoners' Reentry Bill of Rights  REF SLP
S503 Turner,S  Witness tampering-upgrades offense  REF SJU
S504 Turner,S  Drug court prog.-amends statute  REF SJU
S505 Turner,S  Internet pre-release prog.-creates  REF SLP
S506 Oroho,S  Scholarships, off-site-concerns  REF SED
S507 Turner,S  Gun free/weapon free zones-concerns  REF SLP
S508 Turner,S+2  Sch. bd. election-Nov. general election  REF SED
S509 Sacco,N  Alternative fuel veh.-NJT req. to purch.  REF STR
S510 Sacco,N/Ciesla,A+2  Sch buses-2 way communication req.  REF SED
S511 Sacco,N  Bars/taverns-mun. estab. security req.  REF SED
S512 Sacco,N  Bars/taverns-mun. estab. security req.  REF SED
S513 Sacco,N  Bars/taverns-mun. estab. security req.  REF SED
S514 Sacco,N/Sarlo,P+1  DNA database-expands  REF SLP
S515 Sacco,N/Ciesla,A  E-ZPass transponder-concern lost, stolen  REF STR
S516 Sacco,N/Ciesla,A  E-ZPass transponder-concern lost, stolen  REF STR
S517 Sacco,N/Vitale,J  Motor fuels-concerns price incr.  REF STR
S518 Sacco,N  Election dist.-concerns  REF SED
S519 Sacco,N  Election dist.-concerns  REF SED
S520 Sacco,N/Ciesla,A+1  Ice/snow on mv-removal req, creates fine  REF STR
S521 Sacco,N  MV sales, off-site-concerns  REF SED
S522 Sacco,N  MV sales, off-site-concerns  REF SED
S523 Sacco,N  MV sales, off-site-concerns  REF SED
S524 Girgenti,J+2 burglary of resid.-2nd degree crime  REF SLP
S525 Girgenti,J  Nature of drugs instructional prog-estab  REF SED
S526 Girgenti,J/Bucco,A  Pedicatian feeding prog.-concern coverage  REF SCM
S527 Girgenti,J  Child develop. assessments-concerns  REF SED
S528 Girgenti,J+2  Enduring Freedom-schlarship prog.  REF SED
S529 Girgenti,J/Bucco,A  Fire resistance furnishings-pub bldgds  REF SED
S530 Girgenti,J/Bucco,A  Natl. Guard memb.-vol income tax contrib  REF SED
S531 Girgenti,J/Sacco,N  Corrections off.-in-svc. training prog  REF SED
S532 Girgenti,J/Bucco,A+3  Sex offenders-bars positions, youth org.  REF SED
S533 Girgenti,J/Bucco,A  Vol. emerg. svcs. org.-concerns loans  REF SED
S534 Girgenti,J+2  Emerg. mgt.-expands auth.  REF SED
S535 Girgenti,J  Constable training-concerns  REF SED
S536 Girgenti,J  Review Criminal Sentencing Comm.-creates  REF SJU
S537 Girgenti,J  Gun Court Pilot Proj.-estab, Passaic Co.  REF SED
S538 Girgenti,J/Sarlo,P+1  Cert. of rehab.-person w/crim. record  REF SED
S539 Girgenti,J/Bucco,A  Cold War vets, disabled-prop. tax exemp  REF SED
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S540 Girgenti,J Sch. security-concerns REF SED
S541 Girgenti,J/Turner,S Finan. literacy pilot prog.-elem. sch. REF SED
S542 Girgenti,J+1 Thorough & efficient ed.-concerns cost REF SED
S543 Girgenti,J/Sacco,N Vehicle forfeiture-weapon possession REF SLP
S544 Girgenti,J Health Enterprise Zone law-amends REF SCU
S545 Sweeney,S/Buono,B+1 Toxic Catastrophe Prev. Act-amends REF SEN
S546 Sweeney,S/Singer,R+9 Rx Prog.-estab. REF SHH
S547 Sweeney,S+1 Domestic security position-crim. check REF SJJU
S548 Sweeney,S Executors, cert.-concerns REF SJU
S549 Sweeney,S S corp. bus. tax credits-concerns REF SCM
S551 Sweeney,S/Singer,R+4 Ambulatory care fac.-gross receipts REF SBA
S552 Sweeney,S/Madden,F Off. killed on duty-pay funeral expenses REF SLP
S553 Sweeney,S/Weinberg,L+2 Chiropractic practice-concerns REF SCM
S554 Sweeney,S Gift card acct. numbers -proh. display REF SCM
S555 Sweeney,S Union memb. & rep.-concern communication REF SLA
S556 Sweeney,S Real Estate Installment Contract Act REF SCM
S557 Sweeney,S Election districts -concerns sharing REF SBA
S558 Sweeney,S Homestead prop. tax. reimb.-elig. REF SCU
S559 Sweeney,S/Weinberg,L+2 Camp. contrib. -concerns REF SSG
S560 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+2 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S561 Sweeney,S Lake assn. memb. fees-exempt, sales tax REF SED
S562 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 ELE C-concerns cert. fees and penal. REF SSG
S563 Sweeney,S Battle of Lake George -mark graves REF SWT
S564 Sweeney,S/Audit Rte. 92 Freeway extension-req. auth. REF STR
S565 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Commercial trucks-Tpk. Auth reduce tolls REF STR
S566 Sweeney,S Homestead prop. tax.-limiting REF SED
S567 Sweeney,S Campaign ads -concerns REF SSG
S568 Sweeney,S Ocean marker -changes REF SED
S569 Sweeney,S/Audit Rte. 92 Freeway extension-req. auth. REF STR
S570 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S571 Sweeney,S Business revitalization-allow tax credit REF SCM
S572 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S573 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Medicare prescrip. drug prog.-concerns REF SHH
S574 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S575 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S576 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S577 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S578 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S579 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S580 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S581 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S582 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S583 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S584 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S585 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S586 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S587 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S588 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S589 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S590 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S591 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S592 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S593 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S594 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S595 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S596 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S597 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S598 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S599 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S600 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S601 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S602 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S603 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S604 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S605 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 CRP -allows tax credit REF SSG
S606 Sweeney,S/Baroni,B+1 Camp contrib.-concerns REF SSG
S607 Vitale,J/Buono,B+4 Mental health coverage req.-revises REF SHH
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S608 Vitale, J Drunk driv. - incr. addl. penal assessment REF SLP
S609 Vitale, J Mobile home park - multiple dwelling REF SCU
S610 Vitale, J Med. examiner sys. - creates REF SHH
S611 Vitale, J/Allen, D+5 Adoptees - permits access to birth cert. REF SLP
S612 Vitale, J Prepaid bank cards, cert. - concerns REF SCM
S613 Vitale, J/Buono, B Flavored cigarettes - prohibition sale REF SHH
S614 Vitale, J Water resource mgmt. - concerns REF SCU
S615 Vitale, J Sr. homeowners - exempt, mun. permit fees REF SCU
S616 Vitale, J False Health Claims Act - establishes REF SHH
S617 Vitale, J/Sweeney, S Teen nights - regulates REF SLP
S618 Vitale, J Charitable immunity - concerns REF SJU
S619 Vitale, J/Weinberg, L Disable pension, workers comp elig. concern REF SSG
S620 Vitale, J/Nurse, regis. prof. - concerns ed. req. REF SHH
S621 Van Drew, J/Madden, F+1 Police Unity Tour Mem. Hwy. - designates RT. 9 REF STR
S622 Sarlo, P Sch. buses - motor fuels tax refunds REF SED
S623 Sarlo, P Internet pharmacies / prescriptions - prohibits REF SCM
S624 Sarlo, P Urban enterprise zones - concerns REF SEG
S625 Sarlo, P/Buono, B+1 Meadowlands Comm. - concerns contracts REF SEG
S626 Sarlo, P/Weinberg, L NJ Collaborating Ctr. Nursing bd - concerns REF SCU
S627 Van Drew, J/Madden, F+1 Police Unity Tour Mem. Hwy. - designates RT. 9 REF STR
S628 Sarlo, P+1 Detective Assn. - concerns REF SLP
S629 Sarlo, P/Buono, B+1 Meadowlands - concerns REF SBA
S630 Sarlo, P HMDC intermunicipal acct. - $6.2M REF SBA
S631 Sarlo, P Codey, R+8 Cosmetic med. procedure tax - repeals REF SED
S632 Sarlo, P Ticket sales, cert. - concerns REF SCM
S633 Sarlo, P/Buono, B+1 Photovoltaic equip. - concerns incentives REF SEG
S634 Sarlo, P/Buono, B+1 Meadowlands Racetrack - concerns REF SWT
S635 Sarlo, P Gille, N Worker's comp. - concerns for hand or foot loss REF SLA
S636 Sarlo, P/Sacco, N+2 Meadowlands Conserv. Trust - tax contributes. REF SEN
S637 Sarlo, P/Weinberg, L Rail Special Transp. District Act - establishes REF STR
S638 Sarlo, P/Buono, B Bus. Court - creates REF SJU
S639 Sarlo, P Hwy. Traffic Safety - concerns fed. grants REF SPD
S640 Sarlo, P/Codey, R+8 Cosmetic med. procedure tax - repeals RED SED
S641 Sarlo, P/Weinberg, L NJ Collaborating Ctr. Nursing bd - concerns REF SED
S642 Sarlo, P/Buono, B+2 Meadowlands - concerns RED SLP
S643 Sarlo, P Corrective Asn. - concerns RED SLP
S644 Sarlo, P Interscholastic athletic prog. - establishes RED SED
S645 Sarlo, P Detective Assn. - concerns RED SLP
S646 Sarlo, P Hospital & health insur. - contract disputes RED SCM
S647 Sarlo, P Rice, R+2 Remove confidential status - investigators RED SED
S648 Sarlo, P/Sweeney, S+3 Pub emp. - prevents unilateral term changes RED SSG
S649 Sarlo, P/Sweeney, S+1 Homestead prop. tax reb - concerns RED SCU
S650 Sarlo, P/Buono, B+1 Well testing costs - concerns RED SED
S651 Sarlo, P/Buono, B+1 Library grant fund - concerns RED SED
S652 Sarlo, P/Weinberg, L Rail Special Transp. District Act - concerns RED STR
S653 Sarlo, P/Weinberg, L St surplus real prop. sale - establishes RED SSG
S654 Sarlo, P/Weinberg, L St surplus real prop. sale - establishes RED SLP
S655 Sarlo, P/Weinberg, L St surplus real prop. sale - establishes RED SED
S656 Sarlo, P/Weinberg, L St surplus real prop. sale - establishes RED SLP
S657 Sarlo, P/Weinberg, L St surplus real prop. sale - establishes RED SED
S658 Sarlo, P/Weinberg, L St surplus real prop. sale - establishes RED SLP
S659 Sarlo, P/Weinberg, L St surplus real prop. sale - establishes RED SED
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S673 Madden, F/Girgenti, J Cold War vets- issue certificate    REF SLP
S674 Madden, F Crimes with bail restrictions-concerns    REF SJU
S675 Madden, F Operation Uphold Democracy vets-concerns    REF SCU
S676 Beck, J Sch. equip.-concerns sharing    REF SED
S677 Beck, J+1 Dual health benf. coverage-concerns    REF SSG
S678 Beck, J Loc. Unit Audit Teams create prog.    REF SSG
S679 Beck, J Fiscal notes-concerns    REF SSG
S680 Beck, J Sick leave, accumulated-concerns    REF SSG
S681 Beck, J Sr. Cit. Taxpayer Reverse Mortgage Prog.    REF SCM
S682 Beck, J Prop. Tax Impact Review Comm.-estab.    REF SSG
S683 Beck, J Occup. prop. primary resid.-property tax    REF SSG
S684 Beck, J+1 Campaign contrib.-proh. cert. committees    REF SSG
S685 Beck, J St, co, mun positions-proh. simultaneous    REF SSG
S686 Beck, J Pub. off. convicted of crime-concerns    REF SJU
S687 Beck, J NJT-customer feedback response prog.    REF STR
S688 Beck, J Bus carriers, private-concerns    REF STR
S689 Beck, J Motorbus-concerns theft    REF SJU
S690 Beck, J Constr permits-concerns fraudulent    REF SSG
S691 Cunningham, S New Millennium Loan, Redemption Prog.$5M    REF SED
S692 Cunningham, S Lifeline benf.-prov cost of living incr.    REF SEG
S693 Cunningham, S Hosp.-concerns closure    REF SHH
S694 Smith, B Radon in child care ctrs.-concerns    REF SED
S695 Smith, B Stormwater Mgmt. Abatement Bond Act    REF SED
S696 Smith, B/Ciesla, A Building Green Building Tech. Task Force    REF SEG
S697 Smith, B Global Climate Change Comm.-estab.    REF SEN
S698 Smith, B Buono, B Polybutylene water piping-int. free loan    REF SCU
S699 Smith, B Traffic reduction-concerns    REF SEN
S700 Smith, B/Sweeney, S Water supplies-concerns    REF SEN
S701 Smith, B/Lance, L Affordable housing-green bldg. standards    REF SEG
S702 Smith, B+3 Energy efficiency in bldgs.-promotes    REF SEG
S703 Smith, B+5 Water consumption, mult dwelling-concern    REF SEG
S704 Smith, B Auto. rain sensor devices-concerns    REF SEG
S705 Smith, B Auto. rain sensor devices-concerns    REF SEG
S706 Smith, B Singer, R Home energy ratings-concerns    REF SEG
S707 Smith, B/Ciesla, A Shore protection prog.-concerns    REF SEN
S708 Smith, B Co. admin. sch. distr.-submit to voters    REF SED
S709 Smith, B Sch. fac.-concerns temperature control    REF SED
S710 Smith, B/Sweeney, S Energy cost saving-prov. prop. tax exemp    REF SSG
S711 Smith, B/Sarlo, P Pub. bldg. energy efficiency-prov.    REF SEN
S712 Smith, B Host community benf.-concerns    REF SEN
S713 Smith, B Forest stewardship-estab.    REF SEN
S714 Smith, B/Ciesla, N Site improvement standards-concerns    REF SCU
S715 Smith, B+1 Airsoft guns-clarifies as firearms    REF SLP
S716 Smith, B Firearms-concerns    REF SLP
S717 Smith, B Underground storage tanks-concerns    REF SEN
S718 Smith, B Higher Ed. Dept.-estab.    REF SED
S719 Stack, B Traffic congestion avoidance prog.-req    REF SED
S720 Stack, B Alco. bev. lic.-concerns    REF SED
S721 Stack, B Child passenger restraint sys.-concerns    REF SED
S722 Stack, B U EZ-concerns    REF SED
S723 Stack, B Hwy. entry/exit ramps-concerns location    REF SED
S724 Stack, B Drug free zone-playgrounds, pub. parks    REF SED
S725 Stack, B Religious corp.-concerns academic degrees    REF SED
S726 Stack, B Chiefs of police-concerns    REF SED
S727 Stack, B Abbott dist. sch. fac.-site acquisition    REF SED
S728 Stack, B DUI arrestees-hold in protective custody    REF SED
S729 Stack, B+1 Affordable housing-concerns compliance    REF SED
S730 Stack, B+1 Parent's right to inherit, cert.-elim.    REF SED
S731 Stack, B Low income rental proj-concern rent incr    REF SED
S732 Stack, B Port Auth. of NY & NJ Reform Act    REF SED
S733 Stack, B Domestic viol.-aggravated assault    REF SED
S734 Codey, R/Cardinale, G+1 Involuntary commitment-concerns    REF SHH
S735 Codey, R Disab. children, addl.-Medicaid to cover    REF SHH
S736 Codey, R Restraining orders-concerns    REF SED
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S738    Codey,R    Co. prosecutor-ten yrs. legal experience   REF SJU
S739    Codey,R    Firearms-clarifies possession   REF SLP
S740    Codey,R    Co. prosecutors-concerns   REF SJU
S741    Codey,R    Sept 11, period of silence-req pub sch   REF SED
S742    Codey,R    Vocational sch. dist.-concerns funding   REF SED
S743    Codey,R    Core curriculum standards aid-concerns   REF SED
S744    Codey,R    Advertising rates, off.-incr.   REF SSG
S745    Codey,R/Lance,L    Leg. Counsel-concerns duties   REF SSG
S746    Codey,R    Internet gambling-address as illegal   REF SWT
S747    Codey,R    Parks, forests, wildlife mgt. areas,$75M   REF SEN
S748    Codey,R    Driver distractions-concerns accidents   REF SLP
S749    Codey,R    Contractors’ fds.-concerns   REF SCU
S750    Codey,R/Sweeney,S    Pub. fds.-ensure proper expenditure   REF SLA
S751    Codey,R    Children’s hosp.-concerns   REF SHH
S752    Codey,R    Steroid use among students-deters   REF SED
S753    Codey,R    Anatomical gifts for ed/research-concern   REF SHH
S754    Codey,R    Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act   REF SHH
S755    Codey,R/Vitale,J+1    Hero Act-concerns organ donation   REF SHH
S756    Bucco,A/Codey,R+15    Ovarian cancer screening-prov. coverage   REF SHH
S757    Rice,R    Mun. redevelop-prog-revise procedures   REF SCU
S758    Scutari,N    Solemnization of marriages-concerns   REF SJU
S759    Bateman,C    Real estate prop. managers-certification   REF SCU
S760    O'Toole,K    Pol party-estab stricter contrib. limits   REF SSG
S761    Scutari,N    PIP insur claims-concerns   REF SCM
S762    Gill,N    Loc Redevel & Housing Law-clarify   REF SCU
S763    Scutari,N    Wrongful Death Act-concerns   REF SJU
SCR11    Connors,C    Condemnation power-restrict use   REF SCU
SCR12    Connors,C/Bucco,A    St. independent auth.-concerns   REF SSG
SCR13    Connors,C    Pub. off., elective-concerns   REF SSG
SCR14    Connors,C    Loc. prop. taxes-proh. cert. use   REF SED
SCR15    Connors,C    Immigration policies-Cong. enact   REF SLA
SCR16    Connors,C    St. govt. operating expenses-concerns   REF SBA
SCR17    Connors,C/Ciesla,A+2    St. fiscal restraint-Statewide I & R   REF SSG
SCR18    Allen,D+2    St govt-proh St court req to spend money   REF SJU
SCR19    Allen,D/Lance,L+3    Prop. tax relief-concerns   REF SBA
SCR20    Allen,D/Vitale,J+7    Vet. prop. tax deduction-extend elig.   REF SCU
SCR21    Allen,D+2    Gov budget message-incl St spending plan   REF SBA
SCR22    Allen,D+1    Eminent domain-limit exercise   REF SCU
SCR23    Allen,D    Dedicated St. rev.-proh. diversion   REF SBA
SCR24    Allen,D+3    Disab. vet.-receive civil svc preference   REF SSG
SCR25    Allen,D    Prop. tax reform-dedicate annual rev.   REF SBA
SCR26    Allen,D    Casinos-concerns operation   REF SWT
SCR27    Bucco,A    Sr. cit/disab prop tax deduct-incr limit   REF SCU
SCR28    Bucco,A    Vet. prop. tax deduction-incr. to $600   REF SCU
SCR29    Cardinale,G/Bucco,A    Supreme Court justices-abolish tenure   REF SJU
SCR30    Cardinale,G    Marriage-union of one man & one woman   REF SJU
SCR31    Cardinale,G    Pub. off.-concerns dual positions   REF SSG
SCR32    Kyriillos,J/Bucco,A    Special ed.-require St. pay costs   REF SED
SCR33    Kyriillos,J/Allen,D    Leg., full-time-estab. study comm.   REF SSG
SCR34    Kyriillos,J    Thorough & Efficient Ed. Council-estab   REF SED
SCR35    Kean,T    St. approp. bill, annual-concerns   REF SBA
SCR36    Whelan,J/Van Drew,J+1    Aviation Research & Tech. Park-urge Cong   REF STR
SCR37    Kean,S    Priv. prop. in blighted area-concerns   REF SBA
SCR38    Lance,L+1    Bond refunds, St.-req. voter approval   REF SBA
SCR39    Lance,L/LeSniak,R+1    Debt Limitation Clause-voter approval   REF SBA
SCR40    Lance,L    Annual approp.-concerns   REF SBA
SCR41    Lance,L    Elections, I & R-amends NJ Constit.   REF SSG
SCR42    Lance,L+2    St budget-concern St Rev Forcasting Comm   REF SBA
SCR43    Lance,L    Open space, farmland-prob. cert. fd. use   REF SEN
SCR44    Lance,L/Oroho,S+3    Free pub. sch.-Leg. prov.   REF SED
SCR45    Lance,L/Singer,R    Prop tax reform-propose statutory change   REF SJU
SCR46    Lance,L+3    St. budget-proh. using bonds to balance   REF SBA
SCR47    Lance,L/Smith,B+5    Open space, farmland, hist preserv-suppl   REF SEN
SCR48    Lance,L    St. assets-voter approval to sell/lease   REF SSG
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

SCR49    Van Drew,J    Rev. fds., surplus-create   REF SBA
SCR50    Van Drew,J    St. approp. cap-estab.   REF SBA
SCR51    Haines,P    Sr. cit.-reduce loc. sch. prop. taxes   REF SED
SCR52    Buono,B    St. Auditor-elim. office   REF SSG
SCR53    O’Toole,K    Pub. emp. pension sys.-estab. standards   REF SSG
SCR54    Beck,J    Lame-duck period-concerns rev incr   REF SBA
SCR55    Codey,R/Madden,F+1    Vet. prop. tax deduct.-incr.   REF SBA
SCR56    Cardinale,G    Vet prop. tax deduction-incr.   REF SCU
SJR11    Connors,C+8    Pub sch funding formula-recommend to Leg   REF SED
SJR12    Bucco,A    Firefighter Recognition Day-desig Oct. 2   REF SLP
SJR13    Kyriilos,J/Sweeney,S+1    Mun. Alignment Reorg. Consolidation Comm   REF SCU
SJR15    Sacco,N    Aviation Maintenance Tech. Day-May 24   REF STR
SJR16    Girgenti,J/Bucco,A    Combative Sports Revitalization Comm.   REF SLP
SJR17    O’Toole,K    Korean Amer. Day-desig. Jan.13th each yr   REF SSG
SJR18    Sarlo,P    Drainage pipes-create study commission   REF STR
SJR19    Madden,F    Sch. Bus Driv. Appreciation Day-May 27   REF SED
SJR20    Codey,R    Postpartum Awareness Day-desig. Oct. 20   REF SHH
SR11    Connors,C+1    Sr. cit. digital lic-simplify procedures   REF STR
SR12    Lesniak,R    Sports wagering-urges Cong. to lift ban   REF SWT
SR13    Allen,D    Light rail quiet zones-concerns   REF STR
SR14    Cardinale,G    Tobacco industry-end subsidization   REF SHH
SR15    Cardinale,G/Kyriilos,J    Armenian Martyrs’ Day-April 24, 2008   REF SSG
SR16    Kean,S    Malachy McAllister-grant pol. asylum   REF SLP
SR17    Pennacchio,J    Memorial Day-restore to May 30   REF SLP
SR18    Oroho,S    Gypsy Moth Suppression Prog.-support   REF SEG
SR19    Beck,J    Prop. tax relief & reform-leg encouraged   REF SSG
SR20    Codey,R    Teen Dating Viol. Awareness, Prev. Wk.   REF SLP

Concurrent Resolution Passed:

Providing for the Legislature to hold a joint session for the purpose of receiving the Governor’s State of the State Address.

Resolution Passed:

Senate - Organizes

Democratic Leadership:

Senator Richard J. Codey (27), Senate President
Senator Stephen M. Sweeney (3), Democratic Majority Leader/Conference Chair
Senator Shirley K. Turner (15), Senate President Pro Tempore
Senator Joseph F. Vitale (19), Deputy Majority Leader
Senator Paul A. Sarlo (36), Deputy Majority Leader
Senator Ronald L. Rice (28), Assistant Majority Leader
Senator John A. Girgenti (35), Assistant Majority Leader
Senator Sandra B. Cunningham (31), Majority Whip

Republican Leadership:

Senator Thomas H. Kean, Jr. (21), Minority Leader
Senator Diane B. Allen (7), Deputy Minority Leader
Senator Anthony R. Bucco (25), Deputy Minority Leader
Senator Robert W. Singer (30), Conference Leader
Senator Christopher “Kip” Bateman (16), Deputy Conference Leader
Senator Kevin J. O’Toole (40), Minority Whip
Senator Leonard Lance (23), Republican Budget Officer
The Senate adjourned at 5:20 P.M. to meet again on Thursday, January 24, 2008 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “1” and “2” scheduled to meet).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

Bills Introduced:

A101 Vainieri Huttle,V Become A Nurse-estab. lic. plates REF ATR
A102 Vainieri Huttle,V/Conaway,H+4 Health care-concerns physical access REF AHE
A103 Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G+1 Rape care advocates-concerns REF AJU
A104 Vainieri Huttle,V/Cohen,N+1 Grandparenting Resource Ctr. Prog.;$1.5M REF AHU
A105 Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G+1 Special Needs Housing Trust Fd.-concerns REF AHU
A106 Vainieri Huttle,V/Greenstein,L Mun. redev prog-revise cert procedures REF ACE
A107 Vainieri Huttle,V/Malone, J Nonpub. sch. students-concerns svcs. REF AED
A108 Vainieri Huttle,V/Lampitt,P Adolescents' Online Privacy Prot. Act REF ATU
A109 Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G Patricia's Law-model Missing Persons Leg REF ALP
A110 Vainieri Huttle,V St. Auth. Reform Act REF ARP
A111 Vainieri Huttle,V Emerg. svcs vol, paid leave-bus tax cred REF ALP
A112 Vainieri Huttle,V Spousal support pymts.-concerns REF AJU
A113 Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G+4 Personal audio players-concerns REF ACO
A114 Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G Tenant-devel. application notice req. REF AHO
A115 Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Adolescent Pregnancy Advis Council-appts REF AHU
A116 Vainieri Huttle,V Surgical practices-concerns REF AHE
A117 Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G Child support judgments-impose interest REF AJU
A118 Vainieri Huttle,V/Cruz-Perez,N+1 Physicians continuing ed.-concerns REF ARP
A119 Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G Commercial entities-concern camp contrib REF ASG
A120 Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G Port. Auth. of NY & NJ Oversight Act REF ATR
A121 Vainieri Huttle,V Smart Container Act REF AEN
A122 Vainieri Huttle,V Domestic Viol. Health Care Response Act REF AHE
A123 Vainieri Huttle,V Contraception, emerg.-pharmacies stock REF AFI
A124 Vainieri Huttle,V HPV vaccine-concerns insur. coverage REF AFI
A125 Vainieri Huttle,V Loc elected off.-proh. cert. leave comp. REF AHO
A126 Vainieri Huttle,V Domestic viol. pub. awareness campaign REF AJU
A127 Vainieri Huttle,V Domestic viol.-community response REF AHO
A128 Vainieri Huttle,V Firearm Automated Lic. Sys.-estab. REF AJU
A129 Vainieri Huttle,V Infantile Autism Gov. Council;$4M REF AHU
A130 Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Cervical cancer-health insur. coverage REF AHU
A131 Vainieri Huttle,V Political campaign comm. off.-concerns REF ASG
A132 Vainieri Huttle,V Managed care plans-assignment cert. benf REF AFI
A133 Vainieri Huttle,V/Chivukula,U+2 Hate crimes, bullying-revises laws REF AJU
A134 Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G Gov. affairs agents-concerns disclosure REF ASG
A135 Ramos,R Vacant prop.-concerns taxation REF AHO
A136 Ramos,R Kinship care-concerns REF AHU
A137 Ramos,R PAAD/Sr. Gold prog.-automatic enrollment REF AHE
A138 Ramos,R PAAD elig.-exclude cert. winnings REF AHE
A139 Ramos,R Corrections facilities-concerns St reimb REF ALP
A140 Ramos,R Regional Network Health Benf Plan Prog REF AFI
A141 Ramos,R Group health insur. coverage-concerns REF AFI
A142 Ramos,R St. parks, forests devel-concerns REF AEN
A143 Ramos,R Parent's right to inherit, cert.-elim. REF AJU
A144 Ramos,R Off-track wagering-rev. distribution REF ATG
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A145 Ramos, R  Bd. of Health Care Mgmt. Act: $10M  REF AFI
A146 Ramos, R  Low income rental proj.-concern rent incr.  REF AHO
A147 Ramos, R  Port of NY-report on econ. devel.  REF AHS
A148 Merkt, R+8  Bus entities, cert.-proh. cert. contrib.  REF AHO
A149 Merkt, R+1  Campaign contrib., cert.-concerns  REF ASG
A150 Merkt, R  Leg. leadership committees-elim.  REF ASG
A151 Merkt, R/Vainieri Huttle, V  Primary election-placement of party memb  REF ASG
A152 Merkt, R  Leg.-concerns cert. activities  REF ASG
A153 Merkt, R  Gov/Leg-file fed tax return copy w/ELEC  REF ASG
A154 Merkt, R  Pol. contrib., cert.-concerns reporting  REF ASG
A155 Merkt, R  Elections-concerns  REF ASG
A156 Merkt, R+1  PERS-concerns memb.  REF ASG
A158 Merkt, R  Elected off/pub emp health benf-concerns  REF ASG
A159 Merkt, R/Vainieri Huttle, V  NJ Self-Defense Law  REF ALP
A160 Merkt, R/Karrow, M  Bond act pub. question-req. fiscal info.  REF ASG
A161 Merkt, R  Sch dist budget reduction appeal-concern  REF AED
A162 Merkt, R  Leg. agents-impose cert. restrictions  REF ASG
A163 Merkt, R  Comprehensive Anti-Nepotism Act  REF ASG
A164 Merkt, R  Leg., St. off./emp-travel reimb receipts  REF ASG
A165 Merkt, R  Pregnant women/marriage lic-HIV test req  REF AHE
A166 Merkt, R/Carroll, M  Realty transfer fees-concerns  REF AAP
A167 Merkt, R  Pub. Advocate Dept.-abolish  REF ASG
A168 Merkt, R/Vainieri Huttle, V+1  High ed. instlt.-proh. cert. admissions  REF AHI
A169 Merkt, R  Pub. Integrity Div.-estab. in DLPS  REF ALP
A170 Merkt, R  UEZs-elim.  REF ACE
A171 Merkt, R/McHose, A  Illegal immigrants-correctional fac.  REF ALP
A172 Merkt, R  Corrupt Gains Restitution Act-estab.  REF AJU
A173 Johnson, G/Voss, J  Bd. of ed-concerns subcontracting bids  REF AED
A174 Johnson, G/Vainieri Huttle, V+1  Passaic Valley Sewerage Comm.-concerns  REF AHO
A175 Johnson, G/Cohen, N+1  Bail bonds & enforcement agents-concerns  REF AFI
A176 Johnson, G/Voss, J  Person working at sch.-crim. hist. check  REF AED
A177 Johnson, G  Human rights ed., pub. sch.-concerns  REF AED
A178 Johnson, G  Animal cruelty statutes viol.-concerns  REF AJU
A179 Johnson, G/Vainieri Huttle, V+1  The Dunphy Family's Law-estab.  REF AHE
A180 Johnson, G/Vainieri Huttle, V+1  Loc. auth. loans-concerns  REF AHO
A181 Johnson, G/Chivukula, U  Motion Picture Comm.-expand pub. memb.  REF ACE
A182 Johnson, G  Prostate cancer testing-coverage  REF ASG
A183 Johnson, G+4  Sexual viol. training-concerns  REF ALP
A184 Johnson, G  PERS-allows transfer to PFRS  REF ASG
A185 Johnson, G  PERS-adds options  REF ASG
A186 Johnson, G/Vainieri Huttle, V  Prop. assessment appeals-concerns  REF AHO
A187 Johnson, G  Fed. law enforcement off.-concerns  REF ALP
A188 Johnson, G  Nonprofit agencies-working capital fd.  REF AHI
A189 Johnson, G  RR franchise tax-incr., fd. improvements  REF AAP
A190 Johnson, G/Vainieri Huttle, V  PERS-concerns accidental disab. retir.  REF ASG
A191 Johnson, G/Vainieri Huttle, V  Gang Memb. Relocation Coordinator Off.  REF ALP
A192 Johnson, G/Vainieri Huttle, V  Disab pension, workers comp elig-concern  REF ASG
A193 Johnson, G  Smart growth areas, St. permits-concerns  REF AEN
A194 Johnson, G/Vainieri Huttle, V  Tuition rates, in-st.-concerns  REF AHI
A195 Johnson, G/Vainieri Huttle, V  Vol. first aid-concerns contrib. limits  REF AHO
A196 Johnson, G/Vainieri Huttle, V  Affordable housing units-concerns  REF AHO
A197 Johnson, G/Vainieri Huttle, V  Contaminated prop.-concerns  REF AEN
A198 Johnson, G/Vainieri Huttle, V  Loc. govt. off-req finan disclosure stmt  REF ASG
A199 Johnson, G/Albano, N  Gang Land Security Task Force-estab.  REF ALP
A200 Johnson, G+1  Probation off.-auth. police powers  REF ALP
A201 Johnson, G  Detective Assn.-concerns  REF ALP
A202 Johnson, G  Detective Assn.-concerns  REF ALP
A203 Johnson, G  Criminal background check-concerns  REF ALP
A204 Johnson, G  Animal shelter fding-mun court surcharge  REF AAN
A205 Johnson, G/Vainieri Huttle, V  Native Amer. Burial Ground Task Force  REF AEN
A206 Johnson, G/Vainieri Huttle, V  Amer. Indian Affairs Comm.-add 2 memb.  REF ASG
A207 Johnson, G  Nurse Educator Pilot Prog.-estab.  REF AHE
A208 Johnson, G  Jr. Firemen's Auxiliaries-concerns  REF ALP
A209 Johnson, G  Defibrillator grant prog.: $1.5M  REF ALP
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A210 Johnson,G/Bramnick,J US Park Police-concerns powers REF AEN
A211 Bramnick,J+2 Prop. tax relief-accept donations REF AED
A212 Bramnick,J/Stender,L Crosswalks-concerns REF ATR
A213 Bramnick,J/Biondi,P+2 Motor fuel pricing-concerns discrim. REF ACO
A214 Bramnick,J/Munoz,E+1 Sr. cit. transp. veh-traffic req to stop REF ATR
A215 Bramnick,J/Diegnan,P+1 Pupil grade point average-concerns REF AED
A216 Bramnick,J+1 Mun. court-fee schedule for discovery REF AJU
A217 Bramnick,J Accident caused by drunk driver-concerns REF AFI
A218 Bramnick,J/Munoz,E Police, mun.-concerns power to arrest REF ALP
A219 Bramnick,J/Gusciora,R Commercial ads, cert.-concerns posting REF ACO
A220 Bramnick,J+2 Crim. street gangs-concerns REF ALP
A221 Bramnick,J/Handlin,A+1 Campaign advertising ethics comm.-estab. REF ASG
A222 Bramnick,J/Munoz,E St. Auditor-expands duties REF ASG
A223 Bramnick,J/Albano,N+1 Incarceration costs-cert. inmates pay REF ALP
A224 Bramnick,J Teacher cert applications-req & deadline REF AED
A225 Bramnick,J Restaurants-concerns insur. coverage REF AFI
A226 Bramnick,J Terrorism, report related crime-immunity REF AJU
A227 Bramnick,J Attorneys, cert-malpractice insur. req. REF AJU
A228 Bramnick,J Telephone svcs., gov't. agencies-concerns REF ASG
A229 Bramnick,J Vol. firefighter-prov. time off for fire REF ALP
A230 Bramnick,J Health benf.-concerns nonrenewal REF AFI
A231 Bramnick,J/Wisniewski,J Aggressive driving-create new mv offense REF ALP
A232 Bramnick,J PERS-elim. memb. in leg. part REF ASG
A233 Bramnick,J/Cryan,J+2 Code Adam prog.-pub., nonpub. sch. adopt REF AED
A234 Bramnick,J/Munoz,E Cranford Twp. flood control-$5M REF AEN
A235 Bramnick,J Sch dist budget cap adjustments-concerns REF AED
A236 Bramnick,J Postage-exempts cert. charges, sales tax REF ABU
A237 Bramnick,J/Munoz,E Retir., cert.-UI tax exemp. REF ALA
A238 Bramnick,J/Vas,J Janet's Law-concerns defibrillators REF AED
A239 Bramnick,J Econ. Devel. Promotion Act REF ACE
A240 Bramnick,J Assaults on teachers-concerns REF ALP
A241 Bramnick,J Inmates-concern post release supervision REF ALP
A242 Bramnick,J Prosecutors-concerns REF AJU
A243 Vandervalk,C+2 Rape shield law, civil-creates REF AJU
A244 Vandervalk,C+2 Child care svc.-income tax deduct. REF AHU
A245 Vandervalk,C+4 Day care ctr. support-corp. tax cred. REF AHU
A246 Vandervalk,C+1 Watercraft, personal-limit in wetlands REF ALP
A247 Vandervalk,C+1 Pub. ed.-revise St. funding formula REF AED
A248 Vandervalk,C Prescription drug-related deaths-report REF AHE
A249 Vandervalk,C Water supply interconnection study-$500K REF AEN
A250 Vandervalk,C Charter sch.-concerns estab. REF AED
A251 Vandervalk,C/Cohen,N+1 Health wellness insur. benf.-revises REF AHE
A252 Vandervalk,C/Cohen,N Accident surcharge-raises threshold REF AFI
A253 Vandervalk,C+1 Students w/conflict of conscience-excuse REF AHI
A254 Vandervalk,C Obscene materials, pub sch-concerns REF AHI
A255 Vandervalk,C/Cohen,N+5 Safe Haven Infant Prot Act-revises REF AHU
A256 Vandervalk,C+1 PERS-concerns reemployment REF ASG
A257 Vandervalk,C Tuition aid grant pilot prog.-estab. REF AHI
A258 Vandervalk,C Hosp. staff, id badges-req. REF AHE
A259 Vandervalk,C/Chivukula,U+1 Police dept, parole bd.-maternity policy REF ALP
A260 Vandervalk,C+3 Immunizations-concerns req. REF AHE
A261 Vandervalk,C/Vas,J Practice of cert. prof., unlic.-crime REF AJU
A262 Vandervalk,C Special ed. svcs.-estab. working group REF AED
A263 Vandervalk,C St. off./emp.-concerns mileage reimb. REF ASG
A264 Vandervalk,C Pub. util. owned by foreign corp-concerns REF ATU
A265 Vandervalk,C/Chivukula,U Pub. util. shutoff-concerns REF ATU
A266 Vandervalk,C/Vas,J+2 Gov't. records, cert.-concerns access REF ASG
A267 Vandervalk,C/Conners,J+1 Students w/diabetes-concerns care REF AED
A268 Vandervalk,C Pediatric equip.-req. in emerg. depts. REF AHE
A269 Vandervalk,C/Prieto,V Genetic counselor-req. lic. REF ARP
A270 Vandervalk,C Mun emerg mgmt coordinator-concerns appt REF ALP
A271 Vandervalk,C/Cohen,N+1 Life insur policies-concerns replacement REF AFI
A272 Vandervalk,C Eminent domain-concerns redevelop. REF ACE
A273 Vandervalk,C Redevelop. and eminent domain-concerns REF ACE
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A274 Vandervalk,C    Black henna tattoos-concerns   REF ACO
A275 Vandervalk,C    Hist. sites-concerns   REF ASG
A276 Vandervalk,C    Real prop tax assessment appeals-concern   REF AHO
A277 Vandervalk,C    Elderly people missing-create emerg plan   REF ALP
A278 Schaer,G/Wolfe,D+5    Finan. literacy pilot prog.-estab.   REF AED
A279 Schaer,G/Scaler,F+1    Law enforcement off suspensions-concerns   REF ALP
A280 Schaer,G+20    PFRS bd. of trustees-incr. memb.   REF ASG
A281 Schaer,G/Cohen,N    Foreclosure Rescue Fraud Prev. Act   REF AFI
A282 Rumpf,B+2    Sr. cit. stabilization aid-incr. to $500   REF AED
A283 Rumpf,B/Conaway,H+5    Hooked on Fishing-Not on Drugs-estab   REF AEN
A284 Rumpf,B    Beach access-concerns   REF AMV
A285 Rumpf,B/Karrow,M+3    Sex offenders-concerns   REF ALP
A286 Rumpf,B/Brannick,J    Escapees apprehension costs-concerns   REF ALP
A287 Rumpf,B+1    Sexual assault, minor-mandatory terms   REF ALP
A288 Rumpf,B/Johnson,G+3    Sex offenders-concerns   REF AJU
A289 Rumpf,B    Pub. emp. theft-garnish pension contrib.   REF ASG
A290 Rumpf,B    Workers comp.-excl. cert. illegal aliens   REF ALA
A291 Rumpf,B+2    Dredging of cert. waterways-concerns   REF AEN
A292 Rumpf,B+2    Dredging acct., special-estab.   REF AEN
A293 Rumpf,B+2    Dredging, navigational waterways-concern   REF AEN
A294 Rumpf,B+1    Aliens receiving St. money-verify status   REF AHE
A295 Rumpf,B    Elective pub. off., seeking-disclose info   REF ASG
A296 Rumpf,B    Nuclear Power Fac. Decommission Council   REF ATU
A297 Rumpf,B    St Rev Forecasting Integrity Comm-estab   REF AAP
A298 Rumpf,B    Hotel and motel occupancy taxes-repeals   REF ATG
A299 Rumpf,B    Sexually oriented bus.-concerns   REF AHO
A300 Rumpf,B+2    Domestic viol. assessments-concerns   REF AJU
A301 Rumpf,B+1    Condemnation of cert resid prop-concerns   REF ACE
A303 Rumpf,B/Karrow,M+5    St. emp.-reduction in no., FY2000 level   REF ASG
A304 Rumpf,B+2    Off-track wagering fac.-concerns   REF ATG
A305 Rumpf,B    Age-restricted community-concerns   REF AHO
A306 Rumpf,B    Personal needs allowance-incr.   REF AHU
A307 Rumpf,B    Home health care svcs.,elim cert of need   REF AHO
A308 Rumpf,B    Illegal aliens-employ hiring sanctions   REF ASG
A309 Rumpf,B    DUI suspended lic.-incr. prison time   REF ATR
A310 Rumpf,B    Driv. under influence-concerns   REF ALP
A311 Rumpf,B    Drunk driv. offense, cert.-criminalize   REF ALP
A312 Rumpf,B    Child custody-concerns changes   REF AJU
A313 Rumpf,B    Energy tax rev.-concerns   REF AAP
A314 Quigley,J/Prieto,V+4    Health care plan costs-income tax deduct   REF AFI
A315 Quigley,J/Diegnan,P+2    DNA test results-estab. parentage   REF AFI
A316 Quigley,J/Holzapfel,J+2    Law enforcement badges, honorary-reg.   REF ALP
A317 Quigley,J    Charitable org.-purchase health benf.   REF AFI
A318 Quigley,J+1    Rental autos-extend cert. insur coverage   REF AFI
A319 Quigley,J/Burzichelli,J    Court proceedings-concerns   REF AHS
A320 Quigley,J+1    Disaster needs/resource database-estab.   REF ALP
A321 Quigley,J+2    Photo id cards-req. for health prof.   REF AHE
A322 Quigley,J    Civil svc. make-up exam-concerns   REF ASG
A323 Quigley,J/Fisher,D    Newborn screening prog-expands disorders   REF AHE
A324 Quigley,J/Holzapfel,J    Security off., cert.-req. lic.   REF ARI
A325 Quigley,J    Ambulance-equip. w/global sys. tech.   REF AHS
A326 Quigley,J/Pou,N+1    Vital records dissemination-guidelines   REF AHS
A327 Quigley,J/Johnson,G+4    Adult HS prog.-concerns St. aid   REF AED
A328 Quigley,J+2    Autopsy-concerns secure fac.   REF AHS
A329 Quigley,J/Cruz-Perez,N    Charter sch. fac.-estab. St. aid prog.   REF AED
A330 Quigley,J+2    Law enforcement off., retir.-concerns   REF ALP
A331 Quigley,J    St. Police-reimb. of expenditures   REF ASG
A332 Quigley,J+3    Di sab, physical-concerns health care   REF AHE
A333 Quigley,J/Prieto,V+1    Bus and train svcs. discontinues-concerns   REF ATR
A334 Quigley,J/Vandervalk,C+8    Newborn infants-concerns safe placement   REF AHE
A335 Quigley,J/Prieto,V+5    Firearms, assault-second degree crime   REF ALP
A336 Quigley,J/Prieto,V+1    Firearms-concerns underage person   REF ALP
A337 Quigley,J/Cryan,J+3    FamilyCare Prog.-concerns   REF AHE
A338 Quigley,J/Prieto,V    Sr. cit, 1st class cities-homestead cred   REF AHO
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A339 Quigley,J/Vas,J+6 Handgun sales-concerns REF ALP
A340 Quigley,J/Wisniewski,J MV regis. suspension-concerns REF ATR
A341 Quigley,J/Wisniewski,J Merit Rating Plan-renames REF ATR
A342 Quigley,J/Wisniewski,J MV surcharge amnesty period-estab. REF ATR
A343 Quigley,J/Scalera,F St. Police cert-free tuition NJ pub coll REF AHI
A344 Quigley,J/Pou,N+1 MV accident reports-concerns REF ATR
A345 Quigley,J/Roberts,J Winemaking fac.-creates new alco bev lic REF ALP
A346 Diegnan,P/Vas,J+1 Magnetic resonance imaging-insur. cover REF AFI
A347 Diegnan,P+3 Abigail’s Law-concerns sch. bus safety REF AED
A348 Diegnan,P+4 Parental housing-income tax deduct. REF AHE
A349 Diegnan,P+1 Sick leave-extends definition REF ASG
A350 Diegnan,P/Conners,J+4 PERS-concerns reenrollment REF ASG
A351 Diegnan,P+3 Elections, nonpartisan mun.-concerns REF ASG
A352 Diegnan,P/Conners,J+3 Veterans’ Day-pub. sch. not in session REF AED
A353 Diegnan,P/Fisher,D+1 Tomato-design as St. Vegetable REF AAN
A354 Diegnan,P/Vas,J+2 Teachers-salary guide and schedule REF AED
A355 Diegnan,P/Jon,J+4 Hearing aid, unreimb. expense-tax cred. REF AHE
A356 Diegnan,P+1 Commercial & Tech. Court-creates REF AJU
A357 Diegnan,P/Munoz,E+1 Devel. application-notice req. REF AHO
A358 Diegnan,P/Johnson,G+2 MV accidents-prop. damage threshold REF ALP
A359 Diegnan,P/Greenwald,L+5 Loc. pub off candidates-finan disclosure REF ASG
A360 Diegnan,P/Greenwald,L+1 Punitive damages against mun-elim awards REF AJU
A361 Diegnan,P/Moriaty,P+4 St., co. coll bd of trustees-adds 2 emp. REF AHI
A362 Diegnan,P/Voss,J Rutgers Univ bd of governor memb-concern REF AHI
A363 Diegnan,P/Scalera,F+8 Group Home Fire Safety Act REF AHU
A364 Diegnan,P MV liab. insur. coverage-concerns REF ATR
A365 Diegnan,P Nonpub. sch. students-concerns transp. REF AED
A366 Diegnan,P Student, sch dist inelig-prov tax record REF AED
A367 Diegnan,P Teachers, co. coll.-concerns REF AHI
A368 Diegnan,P/Egan,J+1 Pharmacy Discount Prescription Drug Prog REF AHE
A369 Diegnan,P/Chivukula,U Primary stroke ctr.-clarifies criteria REF AHE
A370 Diegnan,P/Voss,J+5 Med. examiners-concerns REF AHE
A371 Diegnan,P/Wolfe,D+3 Sch. bus, svc. life-concerns REF AED
A372 Diegnan,P/Egan,J+8 Non-wood bats-proh. use in cert. games REF ALP
A373 Diegnan,P Real estate promotions-concerns REF ARP
A374 Diegnan,P/Cryan,J+9 Billy’s Law-estab. REF AHU
A375 Diegnan,P+3 Sch. attendance-rases age req. REF AED
A376 Diegnan,P/Fisher,D+1 Mun. prosecutors-concerns REF AJU
A377 Diegnan,P/Johnson,G+3 Police off., UMDNJ-civil svc. status REF ALP
A378 Diegnan,P/Cruz-Perez,N Prescribing cert meds to minors-concerns REF ACO
A379 Diegnan,P/Lampitt,P+5 Patriots Corner tribute in St House-prov REF AMV
A380 Diegnan,P/Vas,J+2 Academically Gifted Student Ed. Act;$5M REF AED
A381 Diegnan,P Leg. candidate-disclose finan statement REF ASG
A382 Diegnan,P+10 Wrongful death-statute of limitations REF AJU
A383 Diegnan,P NJ Collaborating Ctr, Nursing bd-concern REF AHE
A384 Diegnan,P Auto insur. id cards-issue wallet size REF AFI
A385 Diegnan,P Renewable energy sys.-exemp., prop. tax REF AHO
A386 Handlin,A Pol. contrib-proh loans by cert. persons REF ASG
A387 Handlin,A Pol. contrib.-proh. cert. REF ASG
A388 Handlin,A Camp. contrib., cert.-concerns REF ASG
A389 Handlin,A Mun. prof. svc contracts awards-proh Leg REF ASG
A390 Handlin,A Leg. relatives-proh. cert. emp. REF ASG
A391 Handlin,A Elected off.-file disclosure statements REF ASG
A392 Handlin,A Gov. & staff-clarify ethical standards REF ASG
A393 Handlin,A/Angelini,M Camp. Contrib. Reporting Act-concerns REF ASG
A394 Handlin,A+1 Camp. contrib.-concerns REF ASG
A395 Handlin,A No-bid contracts-concerns Leg. memb. REF ASG
A396 Handlin,A Candidate info. in ads-concerns REF ASG
A397 Handlin,A+1 Elective off.-proh. simultaneous holding REF ASG
A398 Handlin,A Camp. contrib., cert. entities-bans REF ASG
A399 Handlin,A+1 Camp. contrib.-concerns REF ASG
A401 Handlin,A/Vandervalk,C+2 St. Auth. Review Comm.-estab. REF ASG
A402 Handlin,A/Vandervalk,C+1 Loc. Auth. Review Comm.-estab. REF AHO
A403 Handlin,A False pub. alarms-concerns REF ALP
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A404 Handlin,A Shared svcs.-concerns REF AHO
A405 Handlin,A St off., emp.-concerns suspension REF ASG
A406 Handlin,A Loc. elected off.-concerns suspension REF AHO
A407 Handlin,A PERS memb., elected off.-concerns REF ASG
A408 Handlin,A/Greenstein,L Sch. emp., cert.-crim. background check REF AED
A409 Handlin,A Sch. prop.-proh. sex offenders REF AJU
A410 Handlin,A+1 Leg. ethics training-concerns REF ASG
A411 Handlin,A+1 Ethics training-req. govt affairs agents REF ASG
A412 Handlin,A+1 Loc. gov. off., cert.-ethic training req. REF ASG
A413 Handlin,A Pub off/emp. convicted of crime-concerns REF ASG
A414 Handlin,A/Greenstein,L Sch. bus driv.-req. annual physical REF AED
A415 Handlin,A St. contracts, cert.-concerns REF ASG
A417 Handlin,A Underage drinking-incr. penalties REF ALP
A418 Handlin,A Corrections off., cert.-concerns REF AHO
A419 Handlin,A Provisional lic. holder-concerns REF ATR
A420 Handlin,A Teaching paraprof., cert.-concerns REF AED
A421 Handlin,A+2 Govt. emp.-proh. cert political activity REF ASG
A422 Schaer,G/Watson Coleman,B+11 Religious observance-admin., cert. tests REF AED
A423 Green,J/Chivukula,U Crime against child under 16-sentencing REF AJU
A424 Green,J Smoking, minors-proh. in St. funded fac. REF AHE
A425 Green,J+13 Pyramid promo. schemes-crim. penal. REF AJU
A426 Green,J/Chivukula,U+2 Child passenger restraint sys.-concerns REF ALP
A427 Green,J+1/Johnson,G+10 Gang related loitering-enact ordinance REF ALP
A428 Green,J+6 Jail req.-concerns REF AJU
A429 Green,J+10 John Bull -desig. St. steam locomotive REF ASG
A430 Green,J+11 Adult cardiac surgery svcs.-concerns REF AHE
A431 Green,J/Merkt,R+1 Condo. master deeds-concerns REF AHO
A432 Green,J+10/Chivukula,U+2 Chief of police-concerns REF AHO
A433 Green,J/Chivukula,U+3 Emerg. Svcs. Vol. Award Prog.-loc. vol. REF AHS
A434 Green,J+10/Chivukula,U+3 Dog shelters-concerns rabies inoculation REF AAN
A435 Malone,J+10/Chivukula,U+3 Medicare/PAAD-incr. cert. pharmacy fees REF AHE
A436 Malone,J+10/Chivukula,U+3 Medicaid reimb-incr assisted living prov. REF AED
A437 Malone,J+10/Chivukula,U+3 John Bull-desig. St. steam locomotive REF AED
A438 Malone,J+10/Chivukula,U+3 Sch. bus refurbish-ment.-permits REF AED
A439 Malone,J+10/Chivukula,U+3 Ed. foundations-prov. grants to estab. REF AED
A440 Malone,J+10/Chivukula,U+3 Disab Amer. Vet. memb.-special lic plate REF ATR
A442 Malone,J+10/Chivukula,U+3 Dog shelters-concerns rabies inoculation REF AAN
A443 Malone,J+10/Chivukula,U+3 Medicare/PAAD-incr. cert. pharmacy fees REF AHE
A444 Malone,J+10/Chivukula,U+3 Medicaid reimb-incr assisted living prov. REF AED
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A469 Rooney,J/Vandervalk,C Sch. choice pilot prog.-estab. REF AED
A470 Rooney,J DMV suspension notices-certified mail REF ATR
A471 Rooney,J Uniform Interstate Family Support Act REF AUC
A472 Rooney,J/Biondi,P Haz. substances, unusually-concerns REF AEN
A474 Rooney,J Pub. util.-notify mun. REF ATU
A475 Rooney,J+2 Govt.-owned prop.-adverse possession REF ATR
A476 Rooney,J Land conveyances-right of first refusal REF AAN
A477 Rooney,J Newspapers, free-may publish legal ads. REF AHO
A478 Rooney,J Env. Investment Charges-proh. imposition REF AEN
A479 Rooney,J/Wolfe,D Drinking water-reevaluate for arsenic REF AEN
A480 Rooney,J+7 Gasoline containing MTBE-proh. sale REF AEN
A481 Rooney,J DYFS emp.-alco., drug testing REF AHU
A482 Rooney,J Solid Waste Mgt. Act-revises REF AEN
A483 Rooney,J Solid waste disposal-regular reform REF AEN
A484 Rooney,J Recycling law and reg.-revise REF AEN
A485 Rooney,J Mun. solid waste contracts-concerns REF AEN
A486 Rooney,J Watershed prop.-roll-back taxes REF AAN
A487 Rooney,J Haz contaminant cleanup-estab regis prog REF AEN
A488 Rooney,J Candidates-disclose crim. records REF ASG
A489 Rooney,J Deeds-cert. info. req. REF AHO
A491 Rooney,J Leg. campaigns-concerns pub. finan. REF ASG
A492 Rooney,J Co. mun. political party comm.-contrib. REF AEN
A493 Rooney,J Water Supply Preserv. & Prot. Act REF AEN
A494 Rooney,J Comm. prop.-concerns market value REF AHO
A495 Rooney,J+3 Smart growth areas-concerns permits REF AEN
A496 Rooney,J Pub. util.-concerns reg. REF AEN
A497 Rooney,J Assault firearms-concerns REF ALP
A498 Rooney,J Campaign contrib.-concerns REF AEN
A499 Rooney,J/McKeon,J Contaminated sites-concerns REF AEN
A501 Rooney,J/Green,J Telephone companies-concerns scheduling REF ATU
A502 Rooney,J Mun. solid waste collection-concerns REF AEN
A503 Rooney,J/Vandervalk,C Stream cleaning-concerns REF AEN
A504 Vas,J/Green,J Bd. of ed. memb.-reveal crim. conviction REF AEN
A505 Vas,J/Wisniewski,J+2 Alco. bev. lic.-concerns REF AEN
A506 Vas,J/Cryan,J Personal prop.-concerns cert. taxes REF AEN
A507 Vas,J Pupil health-concerns REF AED
A508 Vas,J/Diegnan,P+1 Higher Ed. Study Comm.-estab. REF AHI
A509 Vas,J+1 Sexual assault-concerns REF AHI
A510 Vas,J TPAF-incr. elig. comp. level REF AEN
A511 Vas,J/Diegnan,P+10 Psychology, unlic. practice-concerns REF AEN
A512 Vas,J Zoning ordinance-adopt aesthetic standard REF AEN
A513 Vas,J+10 Textbook purchases-income tax credit REF AEN
A514 Vas,J Sex offenders-concerns REF AEN
A515 Vas,J+10 Sex offenders-concerns REF AEN
A516 Vas,J+9 Suicide prev.-concerns instruction REF AEN
A517 Vas,J/Cruz-Perez,N+1 Consumer Fraud Act-concerns REF ACO
A518 Vas,J Kindergarten-Oct. 1, uniform elig. date REF AED
A519 Vas,J Landlord-prob. cert. tenant fees REF AHO
A520 Vas,J+1 Resid. tenant homestead rebates-incr. REF AHO
A521 Vas,J Tenants' prop. tax rebate-concerns REF AED
A522 Vas,J Sch. dist. self-insur. groups-concerns REF AED
A523 Vas,J Ed. Partnership Task Force-estab. REF AED
A524 Vas,J CATV, cert. costs-disclose to subscriber REF AEN
A525 Vas,J/Gusciora,R MV-concerns operation REF AEN
A526 Vas,J Sex offenders-concerns residence REF AEN
A527 Vas,J Mun. residents, special asst-create list REF AEN
A528 Vas,J+9 US Coast Guard-auth. special lic. plate REF AEN
A530 Vas,J Constable training-concerns REF AEN
A531 Vas,J Student support svcs.-concerns REF AEN
A532 Dancer,R/McHose,A Meetings of pub. bodies-concerns REF AEN
A533 Dancer,R Land sales, cert.-exclude from income REF AEN
A534 Dancer,R/Doherty,M Land appraisal, cert.-concerns REF AEN
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A535  Dancer,R+10 Vet. Home Health Care Demo. Prog.,$1M   REF AMV
A536  Dancer,R/Malone,J Hearing aids-health insur. coverage req.   REF AFI
A537  Dancer,R/Chivukula,U+2 Speed limits-concerns mun. streets   REF ATR
A538  Dancer,R Cytotechnologists-ed., supervision req.   REF AHE
A539  Dancer,R Leg. duties-elim. dual govt. pay   REF ASG
A540  Dancer,R Mayors, former-solemnize marriages   REF AJU
A541  Dancer,R Shopping ctr. leases, cert.-concerns   REF ACO
A542  Dancer,R+2 Defibrillators, sr. cit. cts-grant prog   REF AHE
A543  Dancer,R PAAD-extends elig., cert. disab. persons   REF AHE
A544  Dancer,R PAAD & Sr. Gold-concerns income elig.   REF AHE
A545  Dancer,R Community Living Independently Prog.   REF AHE
A546  Dancer,R Disab. vet. prop tax exemp-elig criteria   REF AMV
A547  Dancer,R Chemical fac. inspector-background check   REF AEN
A548  Dancer,R Combat Action Ribbon-auth. lic. plate   REF ATR
A549  Dancer,R Community redevel.-concerns   REF ACE
A550  Dancer,R Horseflesh for human consumption-proh.   REF AAN
A551  Dancer,R Open space-prov. vol. income tax contrib   REF AAN
A552  Dancer,R/Fisher,D Jersey Fresh-sale along cert. toll rds.   REF AAN
A553  Dancer,R Water diverted for agric.-concerns   REF AAN
A554  Dancer,R/Stender,L+1 Casino Simulcasting Special Fd.-revise   REF ATG
A555  Dancer,R Absentee ballots, college resid-concerns   REF ASG
A556  Dancer,R Loc. pub. contracts-concerns   REF AHO
A557  Dancer,R Pub. off. candidates-finan. disclosure   REF ASG
A558  Dancer,R Elected off., candidate-disclosure   REF ASG
A559  Dancer,R Attendance in sch. dist.-concerns elig.   REF AED
A560  Voss,J/Greenstein,L+8 Domestic viol.-concerns   REF AAN
A561  Voss,J+16 Domestic Viol Workforce Devel Initiative   REF ALA
A563  Voss,J/Johnson,G+4 Condemnation of cert resid prop-concerns   REF ACE
A564  Voss,J Sch. as polling places-limits use   REF ASG
A565  Voss,J/Fisher,D Vo-Tech Ed Teachers Loan Redemption Prog   REF AED
A566  Voss,J/Vainieri Huttle,V Monk parakeet-concerns   REF AAN
A567  Voss,J/Greenstein,L+8 Women’s Health Off.,$750K   REF AHE
A568  Voss,J/McKeon,J Marriage lic.-incr. fees   REF AHU
A569  Voss,J/Johnson,G Resid. condemnation-req. just comp.   REF AED
A570  Voss,J Attendance in sch. dist.-concerns elig.   REF AED
A571  Voss,J Compulsive gambling prev.-incr. funding   REF ATG
A572  Voss,J Gambling on animal fights-concerns   REF AHE
A573  Voss,J+1 Cigarette testing-concerns   REF AHE
A574  Voss,J Govt. affairs agents-concerns   REF ASG
A576  Voss,J Dentistry St. Bd.-incur. memb.   REF ARP
A577  Voss,J Scalera,F+2 Bergen Co. Transp. Trust Fd.-creates   REF ATR
A578  Voss,J Displaced homemakers-concerns   REF ALP
A579  Voss,J/Diegnan,P Preschool Through Grade 20 Council-estab   REF AED
A580  Voss,J/Malone,J+2 Tech. Ed. Teacher Loan Redemption Prog.   REF AHI
A582  Voss,J/Oliver,S Van accessible handicap parking-concerns   REF ATR
A583  Karrow,M Electrical energy sys, cert.-exemp. tax   REF AHO
A584  Karrow,M/McHose,A+1 Hunting w/bow and arrow-concerns   REF AAN
A585  Karrow,M/DeCroce,A+1 Highlands Region devel.-refund cert fees   REF AEN
A586  Karrow,M Highlands Region-concerns   REF AAN
A587  Karrow,M Green Acres prog-concern appraisal value   REF AAN
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A599    Karrow,M    Green Acres prog.-extend appraisal date   REF AAN
A601    Karrow,M/McHose,A    Highlands Prop Tax Stabilization-concern   REF AEN
A602    Karrow,M    Highland Water Prot/Planning Act-concern   REF AEN
A603    Karrow,M    Truck inspection-auth. loc. police   REF ATR
A604    Karrow,M    New home bldg. plans-concerns   REF AHO
A605    Karrow,M    Builders, cert.-DCA req. to keep list   REF AHO
A606    Karrow,M    New home warranties-concerns   REF AHO
A607    Karrow,M    Firewood sale-concerns   REF AAN
A610    Karrow,M    DEP enforcement-award cost to defendant   REF AEN
A611    Karrow,M    Real prop. -concerns fair market value   REF ASG
A612    Karrow,M    Loc. Open Space -vol. income tax contrib.   REF AAN
A613    Karrow,M/Chivukula,U    Basic generation svc.-concern provision   REF ATU
A614    Karrow,M+1    Fur clothing-repeals tax   REF AAP
A615    Karrow,M    Sch. dist. expenditures-incr. disclosure   REF AED
A616    Karrow,M/Chivukula,U    Societal benf. charge rev.-concerns   REF ATU
A617    Karrow,M    Massage, bodywork-remove sales tax   REF AAP
A618    Karrow,M    Police off., mun.-concerns power   REF ALP
A619    Karrow,M    Inmate hosp. care-concerns rates   REF ALP
A620    Karrow,M    Sch. dist. expenditures-incr. disclosure   REF AED
A621    Karrow,M    Raw milk/permit sale, cert. conditions   REF AAN
A622    Karrow,M    Fair Housing Act-concerns   REF AHO
A623    Karrow,M    Mun. housing plans-concerns   REF AHO
A624    Karrow,M/Doherty,M    Sex offender registry-reg. ordinance   REF AJU
A625    Karrow,M    Fair Housing Act-amends   REF AHO
A626    Karrow,M    Fair share affordable housing-limits   REF AHO
A627    Lampitt,P/Greenwald,L    Pub. sch., mun. emp.-unused sick leave   REF AHO
A628    Lampitt,P+1    Pub. high sch. athletes-concerns   REF AED
A629    Lampitt,P    Dept of Personnel comp guidelines-concern   REF ASG
A630    Lampitt,P+2    CATV franchise pymt.-prop. tax reduction   REF ATU
A631    Lampitt,P/Voss,J+1    Homestead prop. tax reimb.-concern elig.   REF AAP
A632    Lampitt,P/Watson Coleman,B+2    Firearm permit and lic. fees-incr.   REF ALP
A633    Lampitt,P/Vainieri Huttle,V+10    Gynecologic Cancer Ed. Awareness Act   REF AHE
A634    Lampitt,P    Higher ed.-devel. comp. disaster plan   REF AHI
A635    Lampitt,P    Tickets, cert.-finan. pub. higher ed fac   REF AHI
A636    Lampitt,P    Higher ed. instit.-concerns bd. memb.   REF AHI
A637    Lampitt,P/Diegnan,P+7    Special learner's permits-concerns   REF ATR
A638    Lampitt,P/Greenwald,L+2    Loc. govt. agency-proh. cert. emp.   REF AHO
A639    Lampitt,P/Diegnan,P+4    Athletic heart prot-req. baseball events   REF ALP
A640    Lampitt,P/Greenwald,L+1    Sch., youth baseball-defibrillators   REF ALP
A641    Lampitt,P    Sex offenders-enact resid. ordinance   REF AJU
A642    Lampitt,P/Greenwald,L+2    Najeeb Green-Lewis Law-concern mv rental   REF ATR
A643    Lampitt,P    Driv. lic., provisional-concerns   REF ALP
A644    Lampitt,P    Higher ed students-NJT offer disc passes   REF ATR
A645    Lampitt,P    Building materials-concerns delivery   REF ARP
A646    Lampitt,P/Greenwald,L+3    Sexually oriented bus.-mun. reg.   REF AHO
A647    Lampitt,P/Greenwald,L+4    Sexually oriented bus.-zoning req.   REF AHO
A648    Doherty,M/Merket,R+5    Same sex marriages-declare void   REF AJU
A649    Doherty,M/Chivukula,U+6    St. Police svcs-exempt cert mun from pymt   REF AHI
A650    Doherty,M    St. Police svcs-exempt cert mun from pymt   REF AHI
A651    Doherty,M    Emerg. shelter svcs.-concerns   REF AHO
A652    Doherty,M    Court appearances-concerns   REF AJU
A653    Doherty,M/Vas,J+2    Vol FF, first aid squad-prov. tax deduc   REF ALP
A654    Doherty,M    Courthouse fac.-concerns   REF AJU
A655    Doherty,M    Sch. fac., overcrowding-grant prog.   REF AED
A656    Doherty,M    Kindergarten-concerns enrollment   REF AED
A657    Doherty,M    Emp., cert. situations-grant immunity   REF ALA
A658    Doherty,M/McHose,A    Proof of lawful presence in US-req.   REF ASG
A659    Doherty,M/Karrow,M    Juv. in detention ctr-concerns co reimb.   REF ALP
A660    Doherty,M/Karrow,M+1    Vol fire companies-exempt charitable fees   REF ALP
A661    Doherty,M/Karrow,M    Budget cap adjustments-concerns   REF AED
A662    Doherty,M    Handicapped parking-concerns   REF ATR
A663    Doherty,M    Vet. prop. tax benf.-extends   REF AMV
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A664  Doherty,M/Wisniewski,J+46  St. Song: “I’m from NJ”  REF ASG
A665  Doherty,M/Karrow,M+5  Highlands Water Prot/Planning Act-revise  REF AEN
A666  Doherty,M  Deer carcass removal-concerns  REF ATR
A667  Doherty,M  BB guns-clarifies, not firearms  REF ALP
A668  Doherty,M/Green,J+2  Co. bds. of taxation-decrease memb.  REF AHO
A669  Doherty,M+3  Embryonic stem cell research-concerns  REF AHE
A670  Doherty,M+1  Smoking in bldgs., cert.-permits  REF AHE
A671  Doherty,M/Merkt,R+1  Immunization req.-concerns  REF AHE
A672  Doherty,M/Diegnan,P+12  Med. used by students-concerns  REF AED
A673  Doherty,M+1  Smoking in bldgs, cert. -permits  REF AHE
A674  Spencer,L  Sex offender-concerns evacuations  REF ALP
A675  Spencer,L  Debt, cert.-young person not liable  REF AFI
A676  Spencer,L  Income tax cred.-enroll in NJ Coll.  REF AHI
A677  Spencer,L  Stalking-concerns  REF AJU
A678  Spencer,L  Pub. util.-concerns overpymts.  REF ATU
A679  Spencer,L  Bd. of ed. policies-concerns adoption  REF AED
A680  Spencer,L  Drug offense in sch zone-elim cert penal  REF ALP
A681  Spencer,L  Handguns-proh. sale, possession  REF ALP
A682  Spencer,L  Adoptee's access to birth cert.  REF AEU
A683  Spencer,L  False reports, cert.-upgrades crime  REF AJU
A684  Spencer,L  Central mun. drug court-co. estab.  REF AJU
A685  Spencer,L  Child support-health insur. coverage  REF AHE
A686  Spencer,L  African-Amer. studies req. training  REF AED
A687  Spencer,L  Juv. Justice Comm.-asst. w/obtaining doc.  REF ALP
A688  Spencer,L  Lifeline Cred./Tenants Asst.-COL incr.  REF ATU
A689  Spencer,L  Matthew's Law Limiting Use of Restraints  REF AHE
A690  Spencer,L  Bd. of ed. meetings-pub. participation  REF AED
A691  Spencer,L  Obesity ed.-concerns curricula standards  REF AED
A692  Spencer,L  Right turn on red-optional  REF ATR
A693  Spencer,L  Ammunition, penetrate body armor-proh.  REF ALE
A694  Spencer,L  Distressed Cemetery Maintenance Fund  REF ARP
A695  Spencer,L+11  Rental-purch. agreements-reg.  REF ACO
A696  Spencer,L  Cell phones-concerns sale  REF ACO
A697  Spencer,L+2  African-Amer. studies req. teaching cert  REF AED
A698  Spencer,L  Managed care entity-choice of provider  REF AFI
A699  Spencer,L  Minimum wage-incr.  REF ALE
A700  Spencer,L  Prostitution-mand. prison term, near sch  REF AED
A701  Spencer,L  Polling place hrs., sch elections-extend  REF ASG
A702  Spencer,L  Pub. sch. class-size reduct. prog.;$42M  REF AED
A703  Spencer,L  After sch. activities-concerns  REF AED
A704  Spencer,L  Hospice care prog.-income tax contrib.  REF AHE
A705  Spencer,L  Minority Teacher Recruitment Off.-estab.  REF AED
A706  Spencer,L  Electricity usage in St. bldgs.-concerns  REF AEN
A707  Spencer,L+2  Special ed. prog.-concern provision  REF AED
A708  Spencer,L  Drunk driv.-concerns blood alc. level  REF ALE
A709  Spencer,L  California fine particle standard-estab.  REF AEN
A710  Spencer,L  Crimes against the aged-concerns penal.  REF ALP
A711  Spencer,L+2  Coll., full time student-income tax cred.  REF AHI
A713  Greenwald,L+5  Sr. prop. tax deduct.-incr. income limit  REF AHE
A714  Greenwald,L  Uncontested primary nomination-no vote  REF ASG
A715  Greenwald,L  Sample ballot-send to reg voter's resid.  REF ASG
A716  Greenwald,L  Cord blood bank-estab. Statewide; $5M  REF AHE
A717  Greenwald,L  Sch. bd. travel expense-concerns  REF AED
A718  Greenwald,L  Co. tax admin.-auth. appt.  REF AHO
A719  Greenwald,L/Johnson,G  Cosmetologist-operate mobile fac.  REF ARP
A720  Greenwald,L  Toll-free passage-concerns  REF ATR
A721  Greenwald,L/Roberts,J+1  Higher ed. inst. -concerns St. aid  REF AHI
A722  Greenwald,L  Co. surrogate-concerns  REF AJU
A723  Greenwald,L/Bramnick,J+4  Corp. bus. tax-net operating loss deduct  REF AAP
A724  Greenwald,L/Diegnan,P  Ambulatory care fac-concerns assessments  REF AAP
A725  Greenwald,L/Fisher,D  Shaken baby syndrome-concerns info.  REF AHE
A726  Greenwald,L  Homestead prop tax rebate-clarify claims  REF AAP
A727  Greenwald,L  Resident taxpayer status-concerns  REF AAP
A728  Greenwald,L/Chivukula,U  Physician's off., cert.-concerns  REF AHE
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A729 Greenwald,L    Sch. dist-reimb for unfunded St mandates   REF AED
A730 Greenwald,L    Higher ed. fac. constr.;$2.7B bond   REF AHI
A731 Greenwald,L/Watson Coleman,B    St. Investment Council-revise structure   REF AAP
A732 Greenwald,L/Giblin,T    Alco. bev. lic., cert.-concerns   REF ALP
A733 Greenwald,L/Cruz -Perez,N+4    Picture phones-concerns privacy invasion   REF AJU
A734 Greenwald,L    Moist snuff-changes sales tax   REF AAP
A735 Greenwald,L    Medicaid reimb., ambulance svcs-concerns   REF AHU
A736 Greenwald,L/Vas,J+1 Landscape Architect Exam. Comm.-abolishes   REF ARP
A737 Greenwald,L/Wisniewski,J+2   NJT bd.-add two addl. memb.   REF ATR
A738 Greenwald,L/Lampitt,P+1    Sex offender release-notify community   REF ALP
A739 Greenwald,L    Redevel.-concerns cert. svcs. extensions   REF ATU
A740 Greenwald,L    DEP -submit annual finan. report   REF AEN
A741 Greenwald,L/Wisniewski,J+2    NJT bd. -add two addl. memb.   REF ATR
A742 Greenwald,L/Lampitt,P    Sex offender release -notify community   REF ALP
A743 Greenwald,L/Schaer,G+1    Medicaid prog.-concerns participation   REF AAP
A744 Prieto,V+1    Hospital earmarks-removal   REF AFI
A745 Prieto,V    Domestic viol restraining order-concerns   REF AFI
A746 Prieto,V/Vas,J    Prop-casualty-concerns use of cred info   REF AFI
A747 Prieto,V    Motor fuels-concerns price incr.   REF AGR
A748 Prieto,V    Voting right-concerns   REF AGR
A749 Prieto,V/Quigley,J+1    Law enforcement off.-uniform id cards   REF ALP
A750 Prieto,V    Motor fuels-concerns price incr.   REF AGR
A751 Prieto,V/Voss,J+14    Adoptees-permits access to birth cert.   REF AHU
A752 Prieto,V+2    Nursing Student Support Prog.-estab.   REF AHE
A753 Prieto,V    Health prof.-concerns cert relationships   REF AHE
A754 Prieto,V    Health prof.-concerns cert relationships   REF AHE
A755 Conners,J+10    Health fac.-$50 personal needs allowance   REF AHE
A756 Conners,J/Wisniewski,J+5    Vet., low income-extend prop. tax benf.   REF AMV
A757 Conners,J/Conaway,H+1 Child in foster care-concerns sch. dist.   REF AED
A758 Conners,J+20   Vet. benf., cert.-broadens elig.   REF AMV
A759 Conners,J+10   Sch. prop tax freeze prog. sr. cit-estab   REF AHE
A760 Conners,J+3   Vet. prop. tax-permits retro. pymts.   REF AMV
A761 Conners,J/Conaway,H+1 Vet. prop. tax deduction-prorat. auth.   REF AMV
A762 Conners,J/Chivukula,U+2    Length of svc. award-change cert. req.   REF ALP
A763 Conners,J/Conaway,H+1 Vet. honorable discharge papers-concerns   REF AMV
A764 Conners,J/Prieto,V+3    Distinguished Svc. Medal-expand elig.   REF AMV
A765 Conners,J+1    Vet. Svc. Fd. -dedicate cert. sales tax   REF AMV
A766 Conners,J/Conaway,H    Burl. Co Bridge police-grant cert powers   REF ALP
A767 Conners,J/Conaway,H    Beverly City, Burlington-32nd UEZ   REF AIF
A768 Conners,J/Johnson,G+12   Vet. benf.-broadens elig.   REF AMV
A769 Conners,J/Conaway,H+15 Vet. civil svc. preference-expand elig.   REF AMV
A770 Conners,J/Scalera,F+1 PFRS-concerns accidental death benf.   REF AHE
A771 Conners,J/Conaway,H+6 NJ Svcmembers' Civil Relief Act-creates   REF AMV
A772 Conners,J/Conaway,H+2   Homestead prop. tax-reimb.-elig. req.   REF AHE
A773 Conners,J/Conaway,H+1 Rutgers, prog. for homeless vets-$50K   REF AMV
A774 Conners,J    WWII Vet. Memor. Fd. voluntary contrib.-REF AMV
A775 Conners,J    GSP-desig. as POW-MIA memorial hwy.   REF AMV
A776 Conners,J    Homeland Security Medalsissue   REF AHS
A777 Conners,J    Assault on DHS emp.-concerns   REF AHE
A778 Conners,J/Cruz -Perez,N+13 Women Vet. Comm.-estab.   REF AMV
A779 Conners,J/Cruz -Perez,N+1 Sweeps-takes-reg. operation in NJ   REF ACO
A780 Conners,J/Voss,J+2 Grave site thefts-concerns   REF AMV
A781 Conners,J/Conaway,H+2 Alco. bev. purch.-cert. reg. req.   REF ALP
A782 Conners,J    Mil. personnel storage fac.-tax exemp.   REF AMV
A783 Conners,J/Conaway,H    PAAD elig.-excl Medicare Part B premiums   REF AHE
A784 Conners,J    VCCB-concerns pymt. of cert. assessments   REF ALP
A785 Conners,J    Post-traumatic stress, mil svc.-sentencing   REF AMV
A786 Conners,J    Cigarettes, cert.-concerns   REF AAP
A787 Conners,J    Cold War vets-issuue certificate   REF AMV
A788 Conners,J/Scalera,F    Cigarette receptacles-concerns placement   REF AHO
A789 Conners,J    Prof lciodelays expiration date, mil svc   REF AMV
A790 Gusciora,R/Handlin,A+11 Develop. impact fees-auth mun assessment   REF AHO
A791 Gusciora,R/Greenstein,L+23 Historic Prop. Reinvestment Act   REF AHO
A792 Gusciora,R+2    Sheriffs-enforce truck weight limits   REF ATR
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A793  Gusciora,R/Watson Coleman,B+1    Police/Firefighter Home-buyer Asst. Act   REF AHO
A794  Gusciora,R    Family life ed.-offer instruction   REF AED
A795  Gusciora,R/Fisher,D+1    Env. responsible co.-DEP estab. list   REF AEN
A796  Gusciora,R/Watson Coleman,B+10    Time-growth ordinances-auth mun adoption   REF AHO
A797  Gusciora,R/Johnson,G+1    Computers for sch. prog.-auth mun adoption   REF ALP
A798  Gusciora,R/Greenstein,L+1    Declaration of Independence-grave prog.   REF AEN
A799  Gusciora,R/Wisniewski,J    Heavy veh.-raises regis. fee   REF ATR
A800  Gusciora,R/Greenstein,L+28    Credit card solicitations, cert.-proh.   REF ACO
A801  Gusciora,R/Oliver,S+6    Crim. records-automatic expungement   REF AJU
A802  Gusciora,R/Johnson,G+1    Computers for sch. prog.-estab. in DOC   REF ALP
A803  Gusciora,R/Carroll,M+28    Compassionate Use Med. Marijuana Act   REF AHE
A804  Gusciora,R/McKeon,J+18    Electronic Waste Recycling Act   REF AEN
A805  Gusciora,R/McKeon,J+9    Casinos, smoking ban exception-elim.   REF AHE
A806  Gusciora,R/Vainieri Huttle,V    Civil Marriage, Religious Prot Act-enact   REF AJU
A807  Gusciora,R/Greenstein,L    Pub. emp. asst. prog. records-concerns   REF ALA
A808  Gusciora,R/Vas,J    Animal abuse-concerns protective orders   REF AAN
A809  Gusciora,R    Parentage Act of 2006-enacts   REF AJU
A810  Gusciora,R+3    Crim. conduct, sch. prop.-concerns   REF AJU
A811  Gusciora,R+3    Attorneys' fees-concerns awarding   REF ACO
A812  Gusciora,R    Wrongful death actions-amends   REF AJU
A813  Gusciora,R/Johnson,G    Crim. firearms recovery clearing house   REF ALP
A814  Gusciora,R+2    Mun. prosecutors-concerns   REF AJU
A815  Gusciora,R+2    Mun. prosecutors-concerns   REF AJU
A816  Gusciora,R+1    Mun. prosecutors-devel. mand guidelines   REF AJU
A817  Gusciora,R/McKeon,J+18    Electronic Waste Recycling Act   REF AEN
A818  Gusciora,R/Vainieri Huttle,V    Civil Marriage, Religious Prot Act-enact   REF AJU
A819  Gusciora,R/Greenstein,L    Pub. emp. asst. prog. records-concerns   REF AEN
A820  Gusciora,R/Vas,J    Animal abuse-concerns protective orders   REF AAN
A821  Gusciora,R/Handlin,A    No show pub. jobs-guilty, off misconduct   REF ASG
A822  Gusciora,R/Greenstein,L    Veh., partial zero emissions-tax exemp.   REF AEN
A823  Gusciora,R/Moriarty,P    Veh., cert.-new penal, illegal operation   REF ATR
A824  Gusciora,R+1    Out-of-network prov in hosp-notification   REF AHE
A825  Gusciora,R    Drunk driv. cases-enacts   REF ALP
A826  Gusciora,R    ATM operators-regulates fees   REF AFI
A827  Chivukula,U    Second Unit Housing Auth. Act   REF AHO
A828  Chivukula,U    Farmland preserv. prop.-concerns   REF AEN
A829  Chivukula,U/McKeon,J+1    Priv. well testing-concerns   REF AAN
A830  Chivukula,U/Greenstein,L    Innovation zone prog.-enacts   REF AEN
A831  Chivukula,U    Cigarette sales-concerns   REF ACO
A832  Chivukula,U/Schaer,G+5    Regulatory Flex Act-expands scope   REF ACE
A834  Chivukula,U    Telecommunications svcs.-concerns reg.   REF ATU
A835  Chivukula,U/Oliver,S    Congregate Housing Svcs. Prog.-concerns   REF AHE
A836  Chivukula,U/Watson Coleman,B    Primary care practitioners-loan redemption   REF AED
A837  Chivukula,U/Egan,J+10    Wheelchair transp.-concerns   REF AJU
A838  Chivukula,U/Handlin,A    Shore protection prog.-concerns   REF AEN
A839  Chivukula,U/Munoz,E+8    Wheelchair security-concerns-use   REF ALP
A840  Chivukula,U/Johnson,G    In Case of Emerg. Contact Prog.-enacts   REF ALP
A841  Chivukula,U    Early intervention svcs.-insur. cover   REF AFI
A842  Chivukula,U/Diegnan,P    Internatl Ed Resource Ctr, Rutgers-enacts   REF AHL
A843  Chivukula,U/Karrow,M    Energy-related incentives-bus. apply   REF ATU
A844  Chivukula,U    Energy, renewable-concern cert. contract   REF ATU
A845  Chivukula,U    Corp. bus. tax-concern min. tax   REF ACE
A846  Chivukula,U/Vas,J    St contracts-devel uniform fee schedule   REF ACO
A847  Chivukula,U    Universal pub. procurement application   REF ACE
A849  Chivukula,U/Voss,J+1    Energy-conserv. prog.-cert.-enacts   REF ATU
A850  Chivukula,U    Teacher laptop prog.-enacts in DOE   REF AED
A851  Albano,N    Abbott dist.-incr. no.   REF AED
A852  Albano,N    Sch. busing, nonpub.-concerns   REF AED
A853  Albano,N    Vulnerable adults, abuse-req. reporting   REF AHE
A854  Albano,N    Parole-concerns repeat offenders   REF AJU
A855  Albano,N    Driv. under influence-concerns   REF ALP
A856  Albano,N/Conners,J    So. Jersey Vets' Health Care Fac. Act   REF AMV
A857  Albano,N    Rt. 47 congestion-study to alleviate   REF ATR
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A858 Albano,N Child porno crimes-no early release act REF AJU
A859 Albano,N+7 Drunk Driv. Prev./Ed. Grant Fd-estab. REF ALP
A860 Albano,N+4 Drunk driving-incr. surcharges REF ALP
A861 Albano,N Farmland devel. easement-tax deduct. REF AAN
A862 Albano,N/Quigley,J+4 Driv. when lic. revoked-enhance penal. REF ATR
A863 Albano,N/Quigley,J+9 Pub. office forfeiture-concerns REF AJU
A864 Albano,N/Voss,J Sex offenders, repeat-incr mand min term REF AJU
A865 Albano,N Jay’s Law-alcohol monitoring device REF ALP
A866 Albano,N/Munoz,E Primary care-clarify definition REF AHE
A867 Albano,N Hepatitistesting of cert. defendants REF ALP
A868 Albano,N Bail restriction crimes-concerns REF AJU
A869 Albano,N/Voss,J Uninsured m/police off. impound REF ALP
A870 Albano,N Safety seat belt usage-concerns REF ATR
A871 Albano,N/Johnson,G+9 Sex offenders-concerns REF AJU
A872 Albano,N Assault against sr. cit.-concerns REF AJU
A873 Albano,N/Oliver,S+11 Family temp. displ. leave-prov. benf. REF ALA
A874 Albano,N/Greenstein,L+9 Jason’s Law-estab. drug awareness camp. REF AHE
A875 Albano,N+1 PFRS-addl. retir. benf. for cert. memb. REF ASG
A876 Albano,N Vet. memorial homes;$75K REF AMV
A877 Albano,N Teachers-concerns dyslexia awareness REF AED
A878 Albano,N Juv. cases-concerns waiver REF AJU
A879 Albano,N Agric. tourism locations-concerns signs REF AAN
A880 Albano,N+6 Reading Disab. Task Force-estab. REF AED
A881 Albano,N/Vas,J+1 Membr., initiation fees-exclude sales tax REF ABU
A882 Albano,N Crimes with bail restrictions-concerns REF AJU
A883 Holzapfel,J Prison phone rev.-desig. to VCCB claims REF ALP
A884 Holzapfel,J/Roberts,J+1 Jury duty-exempt. police REF AJU
A885 Holzapfel,J+1 Bail-commit crime on release, incr penal REF AJU
A886 Holzapfel,J Law enforce. off., cert.-carry firearm REF ALP
A887 Holzapfel,J Family restroom-req. in St. parks/forest REF AAN
A888 Holzapfel,J Driv. lic. suspended-notify police REF ALP
A889 Holzapfel,J Cred card scanners-estab. new offense REF AJU
A890 Holzapfel,J Law enforcement off.-prov training reimb REF ALP
A891 Holzapfel,J/Wolfe,D Retir. income excl., cert.-incr. REF AAP
A892 Holzapfel,J Traffic fine overpymts.-concerns REF ALP
A893 Holzapfel,J Fireworks viol., cert.-upgrade penal. REF ALP
A894 Holzapfel,J Jughandles-proh. addl. on rd. or hwy. REF ATR
A895 Holzapfel,J Campaign ads-concerns REF ASG
A896 Holzapfel,J Fair share housing-mun. determination REF AHO
A897 Holzapfel,J/Wolfe,D Toxoplasmosis-newborn screening prog. REF AHE
A898 Holzapfel,J Life support svcs. billing practices-reg REF AHE
A899 Holzapfel,J/Wolfe,D+1 Animal cruelty offenses-concerns REF AJU
A901 Holzapfel,J/Wolfe,D Soliciting images of children-offense REF AJU
A902 Holzapfel,J/Wolfe,D+2 Chaining or tethering animals-concerns REF AAN
A903 Holzapfel,J Obstruction of admin. of law-concerns REF AJU
A904 Holzapfel,J/Wolfe,D+1 Water allocation permits-concerns REF AEN
A905 Holzapfel,J Motor fuel storage-concerns operation REF AHS
A906 Holzapfel,J/Wolfe,D Sch. bus passenger safety-concerns REF AED
A907 Holzapfel,J/Wolfe,D Golf club fees, dues-exempt. sales tax REF AAP
A908 Holzapfel,J Drag racing-upgrades penal. REF ALP
A909 Holzapfel,J Campus police off.-concerns REF ALP
A910 Holzapfel,J/Alco Ed, Rehab Fd.-revise distrib of fds REF ALP
A911 Scalera,F/Prieto,V+13 Firefighters w/cancer-workers’ comp. REF ALA
A912 Scalera,F/McKeon,J+6 NJBEST contrib.-allows tax deductions REF AAP
A913 Scalera,F PERS-concerns purch. of svc. cred. REF ASG
A914 Scalera,F/Quigley,J+3 Urban enterprise zones-concerns REF ACE
A915 Scalera,F/Vas,J+3 Higher ed. insti.-fire safety info. REF AED
A916 Scalera,F+3 Pub. sch. dist emerg aid vol-pd time off REF AED
A917 Scalera,F/Chivukula,U+3 Fire & EMS Crisis Intervention Svc-estab REF AHS
A918 Scalera,F/Burzichelli,J+10 Loc. budget limitations-exceptions REF AHO
A919 Scalera,F/Greenstein,L+1 Internet pharmacies/prescriptions-reg. REF ARP
A920 Scalera,F/Greenstein,L TDI benf.-concerns calculation REF ALA
A921 Scalera,F/Prieto,V Loc. govt. penal. enforcement-concerns REF AJU
A922 Scalera,F/Pou,N Pool barriers-concerns installation REF AHO
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bill No.</th>
<th>Sponsor(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A923</td>
<td>Scalera,F</td>
<td>Sheriff's off.-clarifies police powers</td>
<td>REF ALP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A924</td>
<td>Scalera,F</td>
<td>Fire off. and inspectors-concerns</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A925</td>
<td>Scalera,F/</td>
<td>Fire off. and inspectors-concerns</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vas,J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A926</td>
<td>Scalera,F/Quigley,J</td>
<td>Police/FF emerg. registry-creates</td>
<td>REF AHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A927</td>
<td>Scalera,F/Schaer,G</td>
<td>Constr./bdling permit activity-reporting</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A928</td>
<td>Scalera,F/Egan,J</td>
<td>Electrical contractor-concerns</td>
<td>REF ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A929</td>
<td>Scalera,F/Quigley,J+1</td>
<td>RR security-concerns</td>
<td>REF ALP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A930</td>
<td>Scalera,F/Voss,J+1</td>
<td>Interscholastic athletic prog.-estab.</td>
<td>REF AED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A931</td>
<td>Scalera,F/Quigley,J</td>
<td>Vol. emerg. responder's liab.-concerns</td>
<td>REF AHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A932</td>
<td>Scalera,F/Johnson,G</td>
<td>Pol. veh global position sys-proh access</td>
<td>REF AHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A933</td>
<td>Scalera,F</td>
<td>Sch. dist.-concerns subcontracting</td>
<td>REF AED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A934</td>
<td>Thompson,S+1</td>
<td>Recreational activity cert-liab immunity</td>
<td>REF AJU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A935</td>
<td>Thompson,S+1</td>
<td>Income tax pyml. sys-cred. or debit card</td>
<td>REF AAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A936</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Red heart symbol on lic plates-DMV offer</td>
<td>REF ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A937</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Prop. tax appeals-concerns filing</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A938</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Aux. police off-Length of Svc Award prog</td>
<td>REF ALO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A939</td>
<td>Thompson,S+1</td>
<td>Passenger vehicle-concerns</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A940</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Grandparenting Resource Ctr. Prog.-$3M</td>
<td>REF AHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A941</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Judges-mandate cert. training</td>
<td>REF AHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A942</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Grandparents Court Liaison Prog.-creates</td>
<td>REF AHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A943</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Family prog.-higher ed instit. develop</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A944</td>
<td>Thompson,S+1</td>
<td>Extended family caregivers-housing</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A945</td>
<td>Thompson,S+1</td>
<td>Kinship care-concerns</td>
<td>REF AHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A946</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Thermal imaging camera-purch loc. police</td>
<td>REF ALP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A947</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Plastic. returnable container-tax exemp</td>
<td>REF AEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A948</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Worker's comp-excludes gratuities</td>
<td>REF ALA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A949</td>
<td>Thompson,S+1</td>
<td>Med. malpractice-statute of limitations</td>
<td>REF AFI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A950</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Carrier Appeals Prog.-creates</td>
<td>REF AFI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A951</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Toll monitoring sys reports-concerns</td>
<td>REF ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A952</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Parks, forests- dedicate $20M</td>
<td>REF AAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A953</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Internet prov.-disab. child porn info.</td>
<td>REF AJU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A954</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Med. education procedures-concerns</td>
<td>REF AFI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A955</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Affordable housing-concerns</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A956</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Co. pol. party comm.-limit on contrib.</td>
<td>REF ASG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A957</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Kidnapping of minor-upgrade crime</td>
<td>REF AJU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A958</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Sch. transp.-concerns courtesy busing</td>
<td>REF AED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A959</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Conners,J+4 Natl. Guard active duty-concerns memb.</td>
<td>REF AMV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A960</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Elected officials-concerns cert. comp.</td>
<td>REF ASG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A961</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Marinas, cert.-concerns sr cit discounts</td>
<td>REF AAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A962</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Ticket resale-concerns</td>
<td>REF ACO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A963</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>HIV vaccine-concern insur. coverage</td>
<td>REF AHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A964</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Candidate campaign treasurer-reports</td>
<td>REF ASG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A965</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Handlin,A+1 Candidate campaign contrib. use</td>
<td>REF ASG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A966</td>
<td>Thompson,S+1</td>
<td>Hosp. charity care subsidies-concerns</td>
<td>REF AHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A967</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N+1 Airline Consumer Advocate-estab. office</td>
<td>REF ACO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A968</td>
<td>Thompson,S</td>
<td>Sch aid-calculation, equalized valuation</td>
<td>REF AED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A969</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>English skills, limited-no ed. test req.</td>
<td>REF AED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A970</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Commercial vendor assault-upgrades</td>
<td>REF AJU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A971</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Chivukula,U Child passenger restraint-liab. prot.</td>
<td>REF AJU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A972</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Vainieri Huttle,V+4 Police veh., unmarked-proh routine stops</td>
<td>REF ALP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A973</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Roberts,J+1 Disab. vet. tax exemp.-reimb. mun.</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A974</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Greenwald,L Auto insur. sales-urban rating territory</td>
<td>REF AFI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A975</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Devel. disab.-DHS prov. functional svc.</td>
<td>REF AHU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A976</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Co. coll., full time enrollment-tax cred</td>
<td>REF AHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A977</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N+4</td>
<td>Firefighters, cert.-pd convention leave</td>
<td>REF ASG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A978</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Lampitt,P+8 Tobacco vending machine-proh.</td>
<td>REF AHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A979</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Child care ctrs. finan. asst.-$8M bond</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A980</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Alzheimers Demo. Adult Day Care Ctr.$2M</td>
<td>REF AHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A981</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Special ed. treatment options-concerns</td>
<td>REF AED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A982</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Exempt Prop. Overburden Act</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A983</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Scalera,F Mobile home park-multiple dwelling</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A984</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Watson Coleman,B+10 Law enforcement off., local-concerns</td>
<td>REF ALP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A985</td>
<td>Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Green,J+1 Fair Housing Act-amends</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A987 Cruz-Perez,N/Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Abandoned Cemetery Preserv. Fd.-estab. REF AFI
A988 Cruz-Perez,N/Conaway,H+6 Medication Mgmt Outreach & Support Prog. REF AHU
A989 Cruz-Perez,N/Roberts,J+6 Emerg. svcs. peer counselors-concerns REF ALP
A990 Cruz-Perez,N/Johnson,G+16 Tuition rates, cert. students-concerns REF AHI
A991 Cruz-Perez,N/Chivukula,U Notices to cert. emp.-concerns language REF ALA
A992 Cruz-Perez,N/Moriarty,P+2 Toy Safety Act REF ACO
A993 Cruz-Perez,N Mayor’s memb. on cert. auth.-concerns REF AHO
A994 Cruz-Perez,N/Green,J+1 Relocation asst.-concerns REF AHO
A995 Cruz-Perez,N/Pou,N+1 Mun. notice, cert.-concerns translation REF AHO
A996 Cruz-Perez,N/Roberts,J Resid. water supply connections-concerns REF AEN
A997 Cruz-Perez,N+1 Literacy advocacy prog-voluntary contrib REF AED
A998 Cruz-Perez,N/Malone,J+11 Limo svc.-removes sales tax imposition REF AAP
A999 Cruz-Perez,N/Vas,J+1 Shopping carts, impounding-reg. REF ACO
A1000 Cruz-Perez,N/Moriarty,P+9 Consumer Electronics Warranty Lemon Law REF ACO
A1001 Cruz-Perez,N+1 Nonprofit scholarship org.-pilot prog. REF AED
A1002 Wisniewski,J/Greenstein,L Co. admin. sch. dist. org.-pilot prog. REF AED
A1003 Wisniewski,J/Voss,J+1 Sch. used as polling place-security req. REF AED
A1004 Wisniewski,J+1 Integrated computer sys.-DEP maintain REF AEN
A1005 Wisniewski,J/Johnson,G+1 Kindergarten, full-day-support REF AEN
A1006 Wisniewski,J/Johnson,G+1 St. constr. contracts-concerns REF ASG
A1007 Wisniewski,J/Scalera,F PFRS, off duty accidental disab. retir. REF AEO
A1008 Wisniewski,J/Cohen,N Vessels, cert.-req. liab. insur. REF AER
A1009 Wisniewski,J/Scalera,F Firefighter cert.-concerns REF AFI
A1010 Wisniewski,J/Burzichelli,J Sale and lease of St. assets-study comm. REF AFI
A1011 Wisniewski,J+1 Integrated terminal system-DEP maintain REF AFI
A1012 Wisniewski,J/Prieto,V Diesel truck, cert terminals-prohib-idling REF AEO
A1013 Wisniewski,J/Handlin,A Insurers, insolvent-liab of policyholder REF AFO
A1014 Wisniewski,J+1 Intermodal container safety prog.-creates REF AFO
A1015 Wisniewski,J/Quigley,J+2 Bridge Safety Prog.-estab. and funding REF AFO
A1016 Wisniewski,J Ambulance svcs.-Medicaid reimb. REF AFO
A1017 Wisniewski,J/Johnson,G+1 Pres. fingerprint req.-concerns REF AFO
A1018 Wisniewski,J/Quigley,J+2 Bridge Safety Prog.-estab. and funding REF AFO
A1019 Wisniewski,J输卵管-removes sales tax imposition REF AFO
A1020 Wisniewski,J/Quigley,J+2 Bridge Safety Prog.-estab. and funding REF AFO
A1021 Wisniewski,J/Quigley,J+2 Bridge Safety Prog.-estab. and funding REF AFO
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A1052  Biondi,P/Wisniewski,J+1  Vet’s tax deduction-extends REF AMV
A1053  Biondi,P  Pub. sch. dist. budget cap-concerns REF AED
A1054  Biondi,P  Snowmobiling while intoxicated-penal. REF ALP
A1055  Biondi,P/Stender,L+8  Vaccines containing mercury-elim. use REF AHE
A1056  Biondi,P/Malone,J+1  Motor fuel tax exemp.-prov. REF AED
A1057  Biondi,P+1  Jt. Leg., Ethical Standard Comm.-memb. REF ASG
A1058  Biondi,P  Air ambulance svcs.-concerns REF AHO
A1059  Biondi,P  St. auth., loc. govt. unit-purch. req. REF AHO
A1060  Biondi,P+1  Fire dist., vol. fire co.-mun. approp. REF AHO
A1061  Biondi,P  Drug free sch. zone-concerns REF AED
A1062  Biondi,P  Homestead prop. tax reimb.-concern elig. REF AHE
A1063  Biondi,P  Low, moderate income housing-concerns REF AHO
A1064  Biondi,P  Prop. taxes, delinquent-concerns REF AHO
A1065  Biondi,P  Bldg. permit ctr.-estab. REF AHO
A1067  Wagner,C  Vendors collecting sales tax-concerns REF AAP
A1068  Wagner,C  Alternative fuel veh.-NJT req. to purch. REF ATR
A1069  Wagner,C  Offshore drilling-concerns REF AEN
A1070  Wagner,C  Nursing ed prog.-income tax deduction REF AHE
A1071  Wagner,C  Civics ed. in pub. sch. dist.-concerns REF AED
A1072  Wagner,C  Soil contamination on sch. prop-concerns REF AEN
A1073  Cryan,J  Hair pieces, cancer patients-insur cover REF AFI
A1074  Cryan,J  Vol. firefighters-physician’s cert. req. REF AHO
A1075  Cryan,J  Juv. sex offenses req. disclosure REF AED
A1076  Cryan,J+1  Inmate furlough-drug/alco. test req. REF AEN
A1077  Cryan,J/Greenwald,L  Lawn watering restrict.-estab. REF AEN
A1078  Cryan,J  Sch. budgets-concerns approval REF AED
A1079  Cryan,J/Johnson,G+5  Mil. death benf.-prov. to survivors REF AMV
A1080  Cryan,J  Co.-based ed. system-estab. REF AED
A1081  Cryan,J  Pub Sch Emp Collective Bargaining Reform REF AED
A1082  Cryan,J/McHose,A+4  Crim offenses, sch prop-report to police REF AED
A1083  Cryan,J/Malone,J+1  Legal notices-concerns electronic pub. REF AHO
A1084  Cryan,J  Pub. sch. dist.-elim. cap banking REF AED
A1085  Cryan,J/Vas,J+4  Energy, util. svcs.-exempt sale REF AAP
A1086  Cryan,J/Johnson,G  Sheriff’s fees, arrest warrants incr. REF AJU
A1087  Cryan,J  Cosmetic dentistry-elim. tax REF AAP
A1088  Cryan,J/Vas,J+6  Contracted prov. of svcs.-receive COLA REF ABU
A1089  Cryan,J  Punitive damages-concerns REF AJU
A1090  Cryan,J  Auxiliary police-mun. use for non-emerg. REF ALP
A1091  Cryan,J/Cohen,N  Prescription drug plans-repeals cert req REF AHE
A1092  Cryan,J  Candidates’ views-published for free REF ASG
A1093  Cryan,J  Cabinet memb.-proh. free housing REF ASG
A1094  Cryan,J/Cohen,N  Internet svc.-proh sales, use tax REF AAP
A1095  Cryan,J/Chivukula,U+3  Pub. document-decrease copy fees REF ASG
A1096  Cryan,J/Quigley,J+5  Parkinson’s Disease Pub. Awareness Act REF AHE
A1097  Cryan,J+1  Stolen goods, sold on websites-concerns REF ACO
A1098  Cryan,J/Coozaway,H+33  Cosmetic med. procedure tax-repeal REF AAP
A1099  Cryan,J  St.-sponsored health care-enrollment REF AHE
A1101  Cryan,J/Johnson,G+2  Freedom of speech-concerns REF AJU
A1102  Cryan,J  Child support pymts-accountability REF AHU
A1103  Cryan,J/Voss,J  Tattoo removal-estab. prog. in DOC REF AED
A1104  Cryan,J+1  Juv Detention Alt. Initiative-$2M REF AAP
A1105  Cryan,J/Greenwald,L+1  Publication req-co, mun comply, Internet REF ACE
A1106  Cryan,J/Quigley,J  Candidates-newspapers prov free ad space REF ASG
A1107  Cryan,J/Lampitt,P+5  Student drop-out/graduation rate-concern REF AED
A1108  Cryan,J  Statewide Drought Mgmt. Act REF AEN
A1109  Cryan,J  Remedial instruction costs-concerns pymt REF AED
A1110  Cryan,J/Diegnan,P  MV restricted use lic.-concerns REF AHO
A1111  Cryan,J  Newspapers-concerns unwanted delivery REF ACO
A1112  Cryan,J  Commercial mobile svc. agreements-concern REF ATU
A1113  Cryan,J/Burzichelli,J  Superintendents of sch.-concerns REF AMV
A1114  Smith,L  Parenting responsibilities-curriculum REF AED
A1115  Smith,L  Sex offender, ADTC-aftercare treatment REF ALP
A1116  Smith,L  Amistad Comm. -concerns alloc and memb. REF AED
A1117  Smith,L  Sch. dist. budget cap-concerns REF AED
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A1118  Smith, L  Notaries pub.-concerns  REF AJU
A1119  Smith, L  Substance abuse treatment fac.; $100M  REF AHE
A1120  Smith, L  Ambulatory care fac.-concerns  REF AHE
A1121  Russo, D+2  Tobacco, smokeless-proh use in pub. sch.  REF AHE
A1122  Russo, D  Cred. card-proh. solicitation of student  REF AHI
A1123  Russo, D  Special Med. Malpractice Part-estab.  REF AJU
A1124  Russo, D  Judgeships, Superior Ct.-creates twelve  REF AJU
A1125  Russo, D/Chivukula, U  Superior Court-estab. Bus. Part  REF AJU
A1126  Russo, D/Cohen, N+2  Federal income tax advantages-extends  REF AAP
A1127  Russo, D  Voter id procedures-conforms  REF ASG
A1128  Russo, D/Chivukula, U  Bus. Court-creates  REF AJU
A1129  Russo, D/Voss, J  Special ed. prog., svcs.-concerns  REF AED
A1130  Russo, D  Sch. dist., cert.-concerns State aid  REF AED
A1131  Russo, D/Merkil, R  Camp contrib, cert elections-clarifies  REF ASG
A1132  Russo, D  Leg. memb.-concerns  REF ASG
A1133  Russo, D  Ethical Standards Leg Comm-Internet info  REF ASG
A1134  Russo, D  New auto., loc. govt.-exempt. cert. fees  REF AAP
A1135  Russo, D+1  Domestic viol. orders-concerns  REF AJU
A1136  Russo, D  Driv lic., cert.-req rear bumper placard  REF ATR
A1137  Russo, D  Billboards, outdoor ad.-auth. of mun.  REF AHO
A1138  Russo, D  UI benf.-during training for disab.  REF ALA
A1139  Russo, D/Greenstein, L  Libraries, mun.-remove, levy cap  REF AHO
A1140  Russo, D+1  Camp contrib.-concerns  REF ASG
A1141  Russo, D+6  Contrib. by entities doing St. bus-proh  REF ASG
A1142  Russo, D+13  Camp. contrib.-concerns  REF ASG
A1143  Russo, D  Ethics in govt.-concerns  REF ASG
A1144  Russo, D  Pol. contrib by contractors-impose limit  REF ASG
A1145  Russo, D  Camp. contrib.-concerns  REF ASG
A1146  Russo, D+2  Bus. entities, cert.-limit pol. contrib.  REF ASG
A1147  Russo, D+1  Govt. affairs agents-proh. use  REF ASG
A1148  Russo, D+1  St. auth.-estab. cert. ethical standards  REF ASG
A1149  Russo, D  St. off./emp.-cert. finan. disclosure  REF ASG
A1150  Russo, D  Gregory F. Velardi Sr.-design. rt 23 ramp  REF ATR
A1151  Oliver, S/Vas, J+2  Auto insur policies, special-expand elig  REF AFI
A1152  Oliver, S/McKeon, J  Co prosecutors’ off costs-St. assumption  REF AJU
A1153  Oliver, S/Greenstein, L+2  Prosecutorial Cost Relief Pilot Prog.  REF AJU
A1154  Oliver, S  Work and Family Comm.-creates; $1M  REF ALA
A1155  Oliver, S  Loc. Bond Auth.-creates  REF AHO
A1156  Oliver, S  Individual health benf. plans-revises  REF AFI
A1157  Oliver, S/Seiden, L++  Pregnant women w/HIV-prenatal care info.  REF AHE
A1158  Oliver, S/Greenstein, L+3  Wrongful death act-expands  REF AJU
A1159  Oliver, S  Workplace Viol. Safety Act  REF AHE
A1160  Oliver, S  Workplace viol.-develop prevent prog.  REF ALA
A1161  Oliver, S/Prieto, V  UEZA-incl. econ. distressed areas  REF ACE
A1162  Oliver, S  PAAD-incr. cert. income elig.  REF AHE
A1163  Oliver, S/Greenstein, L+5  Family leave insur.-prov.  REF ALA
A1164  Oliver, S/Cohen, N+1  Sch. admin.-caps unused sick leave pymt.  REF ASG
A1165  Oliver, S++  Caller id.-proh. blocking  REF AFI
A1166  Oliver, S  Mental Health Court Pilot Prog.-estab.  REF AJU
A1167  Oliver, S  Disab. person, unattended in mv-penal  REF AJU
A1168  Oliver, S  Job discrim.-proh.-cert. reasons  REF ALA
A1169  Oliver, S  Toxicology tests on newborns-report  REF AHE
A1170  Oliver, S++  Hosp., denying cert. admissions-proh.  REF AFI
A1171  Oliver, S  Scalp hair prostheses-health insur cover  REF AHI
A1172  Oliver, S  Worker’s comp.-estab. cause of action  REF ALA
A1173  Oliver, S++  Dogs-concerns licensing  REF AAN
A1174  Oliver, S  Family temp. disab. leave-prov. benf.  REF ALA
A1175  Oliver, S  Transit Access Link driv.-crim. check  REF ATR
A1176  Oliver, S  Regional Child Abuse Treatment Ctrs.; $2M  REF AHU
A1177  Oliver, S  Sr. Gold Prescrip Discount Prog.-concerns  REF AHE
A1178  Oliver, S+1  Sr. Tenant Prot. Act  REF AHO
A1179  Oliver, S/Quigley, J  Driv. approaching emerg. veh.-conditions  REF ALP
A1180  Oliver, S  St. h. and med. family leave-prov.  REF ALA
A1181  Oliver, S/Albano, N+3  Subcontracting, sch., higher ed-concerns  REF ALA
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A1182 Oliver,S/Greenstein,L+2 St. emp., essential-prov. comp. time REF ALA
A1183 Oliver,S TPAF, PERS-concerns purch. of svc. cred. REF ASG
A1184 Oliver,S+1 Child support-concerns REF ATR
A1185 Oliver,S Energy savings contracts-concerns REF ASG
A1186 Chiappone,A+3 Good driv. w/same insur.-10% disc. REF AFI
A1188 Chiappone,A Port. Auth. of NY & NJ bd mtg-pub notice REF ARP
A1190 Chiappone,A Rental autos-extend cert. insur coverage REF ALP
A1191 Chiappone,A Pol. party affiliation-concerns REF ASG
A1192 Chiappone,A Bicycle equip.-concerns REF ALP
A1194 Chiappone,A Police off, firefighter-elim max age req REF ASG
A1195 Chiappone,A We Support the Arts lic.-auth. REF ATR
A1196 Chiappone,A Domestic viol-related cases-jurisdiction REF AJU
A1197 Chiappone,A Proud to Be an Amer.-auth. lic. plate REF ATR
A1201 Chiappone,A Traffic lights-concerns REF ATR
A1202 Chiappone,A Fish and Game Council-concerns REF AAN
A1203 Chiappone,A Clinical Trials Registry in DHSS-creates REF AHE
A1204 Chiappone,A Stephen R. Gregg Plaque Act REF AHO
A1205 Pou,N/Diegnan,P Disab., sr. cit.-crime of victimization REF AHE
A1206 Pou,N/Cohen,N Maternity law, 48 hr.-notify insured REF AHE
A1207 Pou,N Indigent-person-concerns fines REF AJU
A1208 Pou,N/Diegnan,P Police/ff civil svc. lists-concerns REF ASG
A1209 Pou,N/Cruz-Perez,N Compulsory sch. attendance-concerns REF AED
A1210 Pou,N/Johnson,G Restraining orders-concerns REF AJU
A1211 Pou,N/Quigley,J+1 Vital records emp.-background check req. REF AHS
A1212 Pou,N Parole completion-concerns voter regis. REF ASG
A1213 Pou,N/Chivukula,U+1 William’s Law; pertains to pool safety REF ACO
A1214 Wolfe,D Pre-sch teachers, cert.-must be certified REF AED
A1215 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J Sexual Offender Victim Counseling Fd. REF AJU
A1216 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J+3 Tech. training prog.-teacher cert. REF AED
A1217 Wolfe,D/Malone,J+1 Teaching staff, cert.-NJ certification REF AED
A1218 Wolfe,D Flood-prone areas-acquire for recreation REF AAN
A1219 Wolfe,D/Malone,J Childhood ed., early-concerns REF AED
A1220 Wolfe,D/Munoz,E Custody/visitation rights-concerns REF AHU
A1221 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J Homestead prop tax prog-incr income elig REF AAP
A1222 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J+1 Homestead Sch. Prop. Tax Reimb. Act REF AHO
A1223 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J Sept. 11 disaster relief-tax deduction REF AAP
A1224 Wolfe,D Birth cert.-allows adopted person access REF AHU
A1225 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J+1 Telemarketing pol. calls-concerns REF ATU
A1226 Wolfe,D Sch. bd. election-Nov. general election REF AED
A1227 Wolfe,D+1 Leg-concerns voting/taking cert actions REF ASG
A1228 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J Video games, cert.-concerns sale REF ALP
A1229 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J Sch. budgets-concerns REF AED
A1230 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J PFRS-concerns death benf. REF ASG
A1231 Wolfe,D/Malone,J Voc sch, priv-notice req before closing REF AED
A1232 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J Homestead prop. tax reimb.-elig. req. REF AHO
A1233 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J Domestic viol. org. emp-background check REF ALP
A1234 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J+1 Autism Ed. Council-estab. REF AED
A1235 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J PFRS-concerns domestic partners REF ASG
A1236 Wolfe,D/Merkt,R Leg.-file finan statement of affairs REF ASG
A1237 Wolfe,D/Malone,J Cred, personal money mgt-instruction req REF AED
A1238 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J Devel. disabled, community resid.;$5M REF AHU
A1239 Wolfe,D/Malone,J Asst. living resid.-security deposit REF AHO
A1240 Wolfe,D/Diegnan,P+1 NJSTARS II Prog.-concerns elig. REF AHI
A1241 Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J Driv. lic., provisional-viol, incr penal REF ATR
A1242 Wolfe,D Voter regis, polling place hrs.-concerns REF ASG
A1243 Moriarty,P MV insur. id, fraudulent-crime REF ALP
A1244 Moriarty,P Intoxicated driv.-impose $50 surcharge REF ALP
A1245 Moriarty,P Well testing costs-owner St tax deduct REF AEN
A1246 Moriarty,P+2 Fraternal Order of Police-special lic. REF ALP
A1247 Moriarty,P Sex off.-proh. erectile dysfunction drug REF ALP
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A1248 Moriarty,P  Air marshals-concerns power   REF ALP
A1249 Moriarty,P  Firearm ID cards-confidential data base   REF ALP
A1250 Moriarty,P/Vas,J+17  Consumer Telephone Records Prot. Act   REF ACO
A1251 Moriarty,P/Voss,J+3  Bikes w/quick release wheels-proh. sale   REF ACO
A1252 Moriarty,P+3  Meat packing-concerns   REF ACO
A1253 Moriarty,P  CATV-concerns programming and rates   REF ATU
A1254 Moriarty,P  Tourism, regional-concerns marketing org   REF ATG
A1255 Moriarty,P/Cruz-Perez,N+15  Text messaging, unsolicited ads-proh.   REF ATU
A1256 Moriarty,P  Leg. memb.-reduces comp.   REF ASG
A1257 Moriarty,P  PERS-concerns elected official memb.   REF ASG
A1258 Moriarty,P  Sales tax holiday, cert. sales-estab.   REF ABU
A1259 Moriarty,P+1  Homeland Security's hotline-concerns   REF AHS
A1260 Moriarty,P  Death determinations-concerns   REF AHE
A1261 Moriarty,P/Cruz-Perez,N+7  Gift card acct. numbers-proh. display   REF ACO
A1262 Moriarty,P  Sch. bus safety-concerns   REF AED
A1263 Moriarty,P/Burzichelli,J+2  Vol. emerg. responders-emp. prot.   REF ALP
A1264 Moriarty,P/Greenstein,L+13  Health care fac.-concerns adverse events   REF AHE
A1265 Moriarty,P  Libraries, mun. free-concerns excess fds   REF AHO
A1266 Carroll,M+3  Review Criminal Sentencing Comm.-creates   REF ALP
A1267 Carroll,M/Mark,R  Rt. 24-desig. portions   REF ATR
A1268 Carroll,M/Mark,R  Ronald Reagan Mem. Hwy.-desig Rt. 15   REF ATR
A1269 Carroll,M  Merk,R  Honorably discharged memb.-tax deduction   REF AMV
A1270 Carroll,M/McHose,A  Women's Right to Know Act   REF AHE
A1271 Carroll,M  Child custody-concerns   REF AJU
A1272 Carroll,M  Grandparents visitation statute-repeals   REF AJU
A1273 Carroll,M  Wrongful birth/life suits-immunity   REF AHE
A1274 Carroll,M  Abortifacients-proh. Medicaid funding   REF AHE
A1275 Carroll,M  Affirmative action prog., cert.-proh.   REF AJU
A1276 Carroll,M  Resid, principal-incr. income tax excl.   REF AHO
A1277 Carroll,M  Telecommute-corp. bus. tax cred.   REF ACE
A1278 Carroll,M  Bus owners, cert-deduct fed self-emp tax   REF ABU
A1279 Carroll,M  Unborn child-prov. income tax deduction   REF AAP
A1280 Carroll,M  Union dues-concerns   REF ALE
A1281 Carroll,M  Human embryos-regulates use   REF AHE
A1282 Carroll,M/Doherty,M+1  Handgun permit-revises procedures   REF ALP
A1283 Carroll,M  Rent control ordinance, mun.-concerns   REF AHO
A1284 Carroll,M  Pregnant women prog.-estab. lic. plate   REF ATR
A1285 Carroll,M  Polling places-id req.   REF ASG
A1286 Carroll,M  Admin law judge-concerns contested cases   REF AJU
A1287 Carroll,M/Merk,R  Taxable income brackets-indexes   REF AAP
A1288 Carroll,M/Merk,R  Govt. emp.-proh. cert political activity   REF ASG
A1289 Carroll,M/Merk,R  Pub. off. and emp.-concerns comp.   REF ASP
A1290 Carroll,M  Law enforcement off., cert.-use stun guns   REF AHE
A1291 Stender,L+5  MV and traffic regulations-concerns   REF ATR
A1292 Stender,L/Burzichelli,J+17  Vol fire/rescue squad memb-mortgage prog   REF AHO
A1293 Stender,L/Wisniewski,J  Domestic Security Task Force-incr. memb.   REF AHS
A1294 Stender,L/Cohen,N+21  PFRS memb., cert.-death, disab. benf.   REF ASG
A1295 Stender,L/Green,J  Sch. fac. proj.-address health hazard   REF AHE
A1296 Stender,L/Cohen,N  Entertainment fac., St-owned-policies   REF ARP
A1297 Stender,L+3  Equivalency or waiver-Ed. Comm. approve   REF AED
A1298 Stender,L/Scalera,F+1  Video lottery-estab. at racetracks   REF ATG
A1299 Stender,L/Prieto,V  Bingo, raffles-revise statutes   REF ATG
A1301 Stender,L/Moriarty,P  Off-track & Account Wagering Act-revise   REF ATG
A1302 Stender,L/Diegnan,P+2  Shade Tree, Forestry Asst. Act-concerns   REF AED
A1303 Stender,L  Sch. bus safety-concerns standards   REF AED
A1304 Stender,L  St. parks-vol contrib, income tax return   REF AAN
A1305 Stender,L/Prieto,V  Zoning ordinances-concerns contents   REF AHE
A1306 Stender,L/Vas,J  Sch. breakfast/lunch-proh. cert. foods   REF AHE
A1307 Stender,L  Reverse 9-1-1 sys.-mun. estab.   REF ALE
A1308 Stender,L/Cohen,N  Child restraint syst.-inspector immunity   REF ALE
A1309 Stender,L/Chivukula,U  New crimes-concerns proposals   REF AJU
A1310 Stender,L/Green,J+1  Child custody-concerns   REF ALE
A1311 Stender,L/Gusciora,R+2  Magazine subscriptions-concerns   REF ACO
A1312 Stender,L/Greenstein,L  Emp. physical fitness benf-tax credit   REF AEC
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A1313   Stender,L/Scalera,F+2    Lottery terminalsMeadowlands Racetrack    REF ATG
A1314   Stender,L/Chivukula,U    Textbook rental prog.-concerns    REF AHI
A1315   Stender,L    Motor fuels sale-concerns    REF ATR
A1316   Stender,L/Cohen,N    Emerg contraceptive-pharmacist prescribe    REF AHE
A1317   Stender,L    Sch buses-concerns fire suppression sys    REF ATR
A1318   Stender,L/Wisniewski,J    MV equip.-concerns stop lamp    REF ATR
A1319   Stender,L/McKeon,J    Sch. Chemical Cleanout Pilot Prog.-estab    REF AEN
A1320   Stender,L    Absentee ballot application-concerns    REF ASG
A1321   Stender,L    Alco. w/out liquid machines-proh. sale    REF ALP
A1322   Stender,L/Diegnan,P+2    Port Auth. contracts-concerns transfer    REF AHS
A1323   Stender,L/Conners,J    Salvia divinorum-criminalizes    REF AJU
A1324   Stender,L/Diegnan,P+18    Club, org. fees, cert.-exemp. sales tax    REF ABU
A1325   Stender,L    Food products, cert.-concerns labeling    REF AHE
A1326   Stender,L/Greenstein,L    Plastic grocery bag-concerns recycling    REF ACO
A1327   Stender,L    Raw produce-retailers req to prov origin    REF ACO
A1328   Stender,L+1    Rail stations-study platform safety    REF ATR
A1329   Stender,L/Wisniewski,J+1    Pedestrians in crosswalks-revises laws    REF ATR
A1330   Stender,L/Greenstein,L    Thomas P. Canzanella First Resp Prot Act    REF ALA
A1331   Prieto,V/Cohen,N    Internet casino gambling-AC casino offer    REF ATG
A1332   Prieto,V/Cohen,N    MV, cert.-exempt from inspections    REF AEN
A1333   Prieto,V/Munoz,E+11    Resident's hours in hosp.-estab. limits    REF AHE
A1334   Prieto,V/Holzapfel,J+1    Funeral establishments-ad. disclosures    REF ARP
A1335   Prieto,V/Cohen,N+2    Chiropractors physicians-reimb same rate    REF AFI
A1336   Prieto,V    RR lines-NJT devel. emerg. plan    REF ATR
A1337   Prieto,V/Cohen,N+5    Lemon Law-revise refund formula    REF ACO
A1338   Prieto,V/Cohen,N    Orthotic, prosthetist-HMO participation    REF AFI
A1339   Prieto,V/Cohen,N    Auto insur.-modifies provisions    REF AFI
A1340   Prieto,V    Mun. Land Use Law-revises filing req.    REF AHO
A1341   Prieto,V/Cohen,N+9    Orthotic appliances-health benf coverage    REF AFI
A1342   Prieto,V/Vas,J    Tow truck operator-extend responsibility    REF ATR
A1343   Prieto,V/Biondi,P    Cemetery Act-revises various provisions    REF ARP
A1344   Prieto,V/Cohen,N    Mold inspectors, remedicators-regis.    REF ARP
A1345   Prieto,V/Biondi,P    Mun. zoning req.-compliance req.    REF AHO
A1346   Prieto,V/Scalera,F    Constr. permits-concerns    REF AHO
A1347   Prieto,V/Scalera,F+2    Meadowlands Conserv. Trust-tax contrib.    REF AEN
A1348   Prieto,V    Homestead prop. tax reimb.-concerns elig    REF AHO
A1349   Prieto,V/Scalera,F    HMDC intermun. acct.:$.62M    REF AAP
A1350   Prieto,V/Scalera,F+6    Highlands Prot Fd-concerns intermun acct    REF AEN
A1351   Prieto,V/Scalera,F    Constr. code official tech. asst.-concern    REF AHO
A1352   Prieto,V    Juv. detention off.-grant police powers    REF ALP
A1353   Prieto,V    Youth baseball leagues-concerns pitching    REF AHE
A1354   Prieto,V/Quigley,J+2    Election dist.-concerns    REF ASG
A1355   Prieto,V/Moriarty,P    Constr. industry-regulates    REF AHO
A1356   Prieto,V    Affordable housing-concerns compliance    REF AHE
A1357   Prieto,V    Satellite svcs.-impose tax    REF ATU
A1358   Prieto,V    Mold, Mgt. drv.-concern lic. req.    REF ATR
A1359   Prieto,V    Landscape Irrigation Contr. Cert.-revise    REF ARP
A1360   Conaway,H+1    Medications, cert-concerns coverage    REF AFI
A1361   Conaway,H    Tobacco use cessation svc.-insur. cover    REF AFI
A1362   Conaway,H    Managed care plans-concerns    REF AFI
A1363   Conaway,H+1    Deputy superintendent of elections-estab    REF ASG
A1364   Conaway,H/Cohen,N    Physicians jt negotiations w/insur-defer    REF AFI
A1365   Conaway,H    Prostate cancer screening-req SHBP cover    REF AFI
A1366   Conaway,H    Hosp. charily care pymts.-concerns    REF AHE
A1367   Conaway,H/Chivukula,U+3    Health care svcs.-authorization req.    REF AFI
A1368   Conaway,H    Med. malpractice-concerns expert witness    REF AHE
A1369   Conaway,H/Moriarty,P    Prop. condition disclosure statement-req    REF ACO
A1370   Conaway,H    Petting zoos-req. permit of operation    REF AEN
A1371   Conaway,H/Conners,J    Util shut-offs, tenants rights-concerns    REF AHO
A1372   Conaway,H/Greenstein,L+4    Nursing staff, health care fac.-concerns    REF AHE
A1373   Conaway,H    Health care prof.-concerns decisions    REF AFI
A1374   Conaway,H/Watson Coleman,B    CeaseFire pilot prog.-$4M    REF AHE
A1375   Conaway,H/Munoz,E    Clinical demo. proj.-concerns    REF AHE
A1376   Conaway,H/Greenstein,L+2    Prescription Drug Right-to-Know Act    REF AHE
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A1378    Conaway,H    Medicaid False Claims Act-estab.   REF AHE
A1380    Conaway,H/Greenstein,L    Managed care plans-concerns   REF AHE
A1381    Conaway,H    Petting zoos-concerns human contact   REF AAN
A1382    Conaway,H/Greenstein,L    Managed care plans -concerns   REF AHE
A1383    Conaway,H    Petting zoos -concerns human contact   REF AAN
A1384    Conaway,H/Prieto,V    Prescription drug benf., cert.-concerns   REF AHE
A1385    Conaway,H/Prieto,V    Nursing Student Incentive Loan Act;$5M   REF AHE
A1386    Conaway,H/Biondi,P    Air ambulance svcs. operation-procedures   REF AHE
A1387    Conaway,H/Conners,J    Neurodevel. Disab. Institute Act;$6M   REF AHE
A1388    Conaway,H/Cohen,N    Health claims-concerns   REF AFI
A1389    Conaway,H/Cohen,N    Black box warnings-website accessible   REF AHE
A1390    Conaway,H/Johnson,G    Criminal case-concerns evidence   REF AJU
A1392    Conaway,H/Burzichelli,J    Domestic restraining orders-incl animals   REF AEN
A1393    Conaway,H/Cohen,N    Health Care Qual. Act-revises   REF AHE
A1394    Conaway,H/Johnson,G    Criminal case-concerns evidence   REF AJU
A1395    Conaway,H/Johnson,G    Plastic Bag Recycling Act   REF AEN
A1396    Wagner,C    Handicapped parking-concern snow removal   REF ATR
A1397    Wagner,C    Sch. bus exterior-permits advertising   REF AED
A1398    Wagner,C    Casinos, St. govt. shutdown-concerns   REF ASG
A1399    Wagner,C    Hair pieces, cancer patients-insur cover   REF AFI
A1401    Wagner,C    Hearing aids-concerns coverage   REF AHE
A1402    Wagner,C    Sch. pupils-concerns self-admin. meds   REF AED
A1403    Wagner,C    Domestic restraining orders-incl animals   REF AJU
A1405    Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J    Elected off. -proh. dual health coverage   REF ASG
A1406    Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J    Farm income averaging cred.-permits   REF AAN
A1407    Fisher,D    Retail food estab.-prov. cert. info.   REF AHE
A1408    Fisher,D/Voss,J    Acupuncturists-revise statutes   REF ARP
A1410    Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J    Bus. tax cred.-lowers job elig. req.   REF ACE
A1411    Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J    Council on Child Poverty-estab.   REF AHU
A1412    Fisher,D plus 10    Parents-concerns safety pamphlet   REF AHU
A1413    Fisher,D    Sch. buses, cert.-extends life   REF AED
A1414    Fisher,D    Humane treatment of animals-sch instruct   REF AED
A1415    Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J    Disabled-estab. co. off.   REF AHO
A1416    Fisher,D    Nanticoke Lenni-Lenape Indians-recog.   REF ASG
A1417    Fisher,D    Harboring, concealing sex offender-penal   REF AJU
A1419    Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J    Domestic restraining order-incl. animals   REF AJU
A1420    Fisher,D    Emp. bonus proposed by higher ed-concern   REF AHI
A1421    Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J    Corp. bus. tax-concerns   REF AAP
A1423    Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J    Govt affairs agent-proh sch dist to hire   REF AED
A1424    Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J    Govt. affairs agents req cert disclosure   REF ASG
A1425    Fisher,D/Conaway,H    Aerosol dusters-bars sale to juv.   REF ACO
A1426    Fisher,D/Gusciora,R    Wineries-produce cert distilled alc. bev   REF ALP
A1427    Fisher,D    Bd. of freeholders dir.-concerns powers   REF AHO
A1428    Fisher,D    Hosp. governing bds.-concerns   REF AHE
A1429    Fisher,D    Black bear feeding-incr. penal.   REF AAN
A1430    Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J    Mun. courts-concerns   REF AJU
A1431    Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J    Agriculture product-concerns marketing   REF AAN
A1432    Fisher,D    Sales representatives-concerns   REF ARP
A1433    O'Scanlon,D    Dual health benf. coverage-concerns   REF AAN
A1434    O'Scanlon,D    Leg. leadership comm.-abolishes   REF ASG
A1435    O'Scanlon,D/Handlin,A    Devel. approval-finan ethical disclosure   REF AHO
A1436    O'Scanlon,D    Treasurer, sch moneys-concerns position   REF AED
A1437    O'Scanlon,D    Fiscal notes-concerns   REF AHO
A1438    O'Scanlon,D    Prop. Tax Impact Review Comm.-estab.   REF AHO
A1439    O'Scanlon,D    Owner occup. primary resid.-property tax   REF ABU
A1440    O'Scanlon,D    PERS-concerns pub. contractors   REF ASG
A1441    O'Scanlon,D    Loc. pub. emp. sick leave-limits pymts.   REF ASG
A1442    O'Scanlon,D    Campaign contrib.-proh. cert. committees   REF ASG
A1443    O'Scanlon,D    St, co, mun positions-proh. simultaneous   REF ASG
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A1444    O'Scanlon,D    Pub. off. convicted of crime-concerns   REF AJU
A1445    O'Scanlon,D    NJ/T customer feedback response prog.   REF ATR
A1446    O'Scanlon,D    PERS, TPAF-concerns enrollment threshold   REF ASG
A1447    O'Scanlon,D    Prof. svcs to loc units-concerns billing   REF AHO
A1448    DeCroce,A+1    Troy Meadows Nat. Area-St. acquire   REF AAN
A1449    DeCroce,A    Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation   REF ACE
A1450    DeCroce,A+1    Media literacy-offer instruction   REF AED
A1451    DeCroce,A    Watershed lands-concerns prop. tax   REF AHO
A1452    DeCroce,A+5    Highlands Region-affordable housing   REF AEN
A1453    DeCroce,A    Mun./co. ordinance viol-standardize fine   REF AHO
A1454    DeCroce,A    St. Police, addtl. recruit classes:$3.1M   REF ALP
A1455    DeCroce,A/Chivukula,U+1    Airports-concerns acquisition   REF ACE
A1456    DeCroce,A/Malone,J    Transp. Heritage Ctr.-estab   REF ATR
A1457    DeCroce,A/Merkt,R+4    Highlands Region-concerns   REF AEN
A1458    DeCroce,A/Biondi,P    Transp Trust Fd Renewal, Enhancement Act   REF ATR
A1459    DeCroce,A    Recall petition-lowers signature number   REF ASG
A1460    Burzichelli,J/Fisher,D+12    Rx Prop.-estab.   REF AHE
A1461    Burzichelli,J    Home Ownership Asst. Act of 2002   REF AHO
A1462    Burzichelli,J/Fisher,D+1    Del. Riv. & Bay Auth.-concern police off   REF AHS
A1463    Burzichelli,J+1    Petroleum refinery equip-prop tax assess   REF AHO
A1464    Burzichelli,J/Quigley,J+3    Domestic security position-crim. check   REF AED
A1465    Burzichelli,J/Doherty,M+1    Loc law enforcement oƒ defense-concerns   REF ALP
A1466    Burzichelli,J    Petroleum Manuf Retention Expansion Zone   REF AEN
A1467    Burzichelli,J    Historic mv-concerns   REF ATR
A1468    Burzichelli,J/Cruz -Perez,N    Eminent domain-revises procedures   REF ACO
A1469    Burzichelli,J    Exam tables-handicapped accessible   REF AHE
A1470    Burzichelli,J/Albano,N    Workers comp.-concerns suppl. benf.   REF ALA
A1471    Burzichelli,J/Johnson,G    Commercial mv driv.-compensated hourly   REF ATR
A1472    Burzichelli,J    Co. improvement auth.-concerns   REF AHO
A1473    Burzichelli,J/Fisher,D+0    UZ bus. purch.-point of sale tax exempt   REF ACE
A1474    Burzichelli,J+1    Historic mv-concerns   REF ARP
A1475    Burzichelli,J/Fisher,D+1    So. Jersey Port Corporation-adds memb   REF ATR
A1476    Burzichelli,J/Schaer,G    Student participation, cert.-concerns   REF AED
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A1511  Rible,D/Biondi,P  Mil., receiving combat pay-tax exemp.  REF AMV
A1512  Rible,D+1  Camp. contrib.-concerns  REF ASG
A1513  Rible,D+1  Camp. fd.-proh. use, candidate convicted  REF ASG
A1514  Rible,D  Sexual off.-elim. statute of limitations  REF AJU
A1515  Rible,D  Learner's permit, special-concerns  REF ALP
A1516  Rible,D+1  Sex offenders, convicted-concerns resid.  REF AJU
A1517  Rible,D  Vol. sports personnel-crim. hist. checks  REF ALP
A1518  Rible,D+1  Mun. courts-concerns  REF AJU
A1519  Rible,D+5  Fishing gear on artificial reefs-proh.  REF AAN
A1520  Rible,D  Takanassee Beach Club, purch.;$14M  REF AEN
A1521  Rible,D  MV records, cert.-concerns  REF ALP
A1522  Rible,D  Chosin Few Memor. Hwy., desig. Rt. 35  REF ATR
A1523  Rible,D  Seaside Bathing Estab. Law-repeals  REF ALP
A1524  Angelini,M  P.O.W.-auth. lic. plates  REF ATR
A1525  Angelini,M  EMT/firefighters, vol.-mileage reimb.  REF ALP
A1526  Angelini,M  Distinguished Flying Cross-lic. plate  REF ATR
A1527  Angelini,M+1  Camp. contrib., person convicted-concern  REF ASG
A1528  Angelini,M  Seasonal rentals resid. prop.-concerns  REF AHO
A1529  Angelini,M  Crim. street gang participation-concerns  REF ALP
A1530  Greenstein,L/Voss,J  Domestic viol offenders-elec. monitoring  REF AJU
A1531  Greenstein,L+16  Nurse staffing standards-estab.  REF AHE
A1532  Greenstein,L+15  Computer crimes-concerns  REF ATU
A1533  Greenstein,L+12  Pub emp-proh unilateral term changes  REF ALA
A1534  Greenstein,L/Vas,J+5  Min. wage, failure to pay-crim. penal.  REF ALA
A1535  Greenstein,L/Scalera,F+3  Med. benf, post-retirement-concerns  REF ASG
A1536  Greenstein,L/Handlin,A+1  Sch. dist. transp. contracts-concerns  REF AED
A1537  Greenstein,L/Handlin,A+2  Pupil transp. svc. contracts-concerns  REF AED
A1538  Greenstein,L+1  Sch. bds.-adoption of salary policy  REF AED
A1539  Greenstein,L  Pol. contrib., co/mun committees-concerns  REF ASG
A1540  Greenstein,L/Handlin,A+1  Sch. bus safety-concerns  REF AED
A1541  Greenstein,L/Gusciora,R+1  Investment discretion-concerns  REF ASG
A1542  Greenstein,L/Fisher,D  Hist. sites-protect and preserve  REF AHO
A1543  Greenstein,L/McKeon,J+4  False info., env laws-civil, crim. penal  REF AEN
A1544  Greenstein,L/Handlin,A+1  Mun.-concerns devol. approval  REF AHO
A1545  Greenstein,L  Mun. power to zone-clarifies  REF AHO
A1546  Greenstein,L/Handlin,A  Sch. bus. driv.-concerns emp.  REF AED
A1547  Greenstein,L+2  Pub. emp collective negotiation-concerns  REF AED
A1548  Greenstein,L/Conners,J+2  Enduring Freedom-tuition-free enrollment  REF AHI
A1549  Greenstein,L/Bramnick,J+2  Child pornography law-revises  REF ALP
A1550  Greenstein,L/Voss,J+1  Intestate estate, cert. children-concern  REF AJU
A1551  Greenstein,L  Healthy Workplace Act-estab.  REF AHO
A1552  Greenstein,L/Handlin,A+2  Highlands Region, pinelands area-concern  REF AEN
A1553  Greenstein,L/Chivukula,U+1  Crimes-concerns statute of limitations  REF AJU
A1554  Greenstein,L  Sex offender's e-mail-creates regis.  REF AJU
A1555  Greenstein,L  Site remediation prof. lic. bd.-estab.  REF AEN
A1556  Greenstein,L/Handlin,A  Contaminated prop. remediation-concerns  REF AEN
A1557  Greenstein,L/Handlin,A+5  Nonpub. sch. transp.-concerns  REF AED
A1558  Greenstein,L/Watson Coleman,B  Renewable energy sources-concerns  REF AEN
A1559  Greenstein,L+4  Mun. master plans-concerns  REF AEN
A1560  Greenstein,L  Energy cost saving-prov. prop. tax exemp  REF AHO
A1561  Greenstein,L  Jessica's Law-concerns road rage  REF AJU
A1562  Greenstein,L  Police-concern expungement of cert cases  REF AJU
A1563  Greenstein,L/Munoz,E+20  Stalking-concerns  REF ALP
A1564  Greenstein,L  Multi elective pub off-proh dual holding  REF ASG
A1565  Greenstein,L  Homeowners' assn.-concern gov. documents  REF AHO
A1566  Greenstein,L/Vainieri Huttle,V+1  Co. pol. party comm.-concerns  REF ASG
A1567  Greenstein,L  Mun. free library funding-concerns  REF AHO
A1568  Greenstein,L  Cat, dog sterilization-concerns  REF AAN
A1569  Cohen,N  Real prop relating to terrorism-concerns  REF AHS
A1570  Cohen,N/Conaway,H+2  Emp fraudulent practices-emp rights  REF ALA
A1571  Cohen,N/Roberts,J+17  Grace's Law-hearing aid coverage  REF AFI
A1572  Cohen,N/Burzichelli,J  MV manuf.-concerns disclosures  REF ACO
A1573  Cohen,N  Maternity svcs.-concern installment pymts  REF AFI
A1574  Cohen,N/Voss,J  Natl. Guard memb.-corp. bus. tax cred.  REF AMV
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A1575    Cohen,N/Diegnan,P    Natl Guard memb killed-grants death benf   REF AMV
A1576    Cohen,N/Prieto,V+1    Natl. Guard-prov. group life insur.   REF AMV
A1577    Cohen,N    Antifreeze and engine coolant-concerns   REF AEN
A1578    Cohen,N/Greenstein,L+3    Pharmacy benf. mgmt. co.-reg.   REF AFI
A1579    Cohen,N+1    Health Insur Affordability Access Reform   REF AFI
A1580    Cohen,N    Captive insur.-reg.   REF AFI
A1581    Cohen,N/Egan,J    Worker’s comp-incr for hand or foot loss   REF ALA
A1582    Cohen,N    Emp. contracts-proh. cert. provisions   REF ALA
A1583    Cohen,N/Burzichelli,J+1    Drug distrib. scheme-proh. use of animal   REF AAN
A1584    Cohen,N/Burzichelli,J+1    Animals-concerns illegal drugs   REF AAN
A1585    Cohen,N/Conners,J    Deployed mil.-auth. prop. tax deferment   REF AHO
A1586    Cohen,N+2    Life insur. policies-concerns   REF AFI
A1587    Cohen,N    Home improvement contract-concern   REF ACO
A1588    Cohen,N    MV points-concerns   REF ATR
A1589    Cohen,N/Voss,J    Save Ellis Island-develop. lands;$200K   REF AEN
A1590    Cohen,N/Voss,J    Animal cruelty-concerns   REF AAN
A1591    Cohen,N    Pesticide applications-use silver flags   REF AEN
A1592    Cohen,N    Animalsproh. purch. for experimentation   REF AAN
A1593    Cohen,N    Mortgage originators-concerns lic.   REF AFI
A1594    Cohen,N    Celebrity Image Prot. Act-estab.   REF AJU
A1595    Cohen,N    Jt. mun recreation comm-create tax exemp   REF AHO
A1596    Cohen,N    Victim-Witness Scholarship Fd.-estab.   REF AJP
A1597    Cohen,N    Tampering w/witnesses-upgrades penal.   REF AJU
A1598    Cohen,N    World War II medal-creates   REF AMV
A1599    Cohen,N    Animal fighting-creates new offense   REF AAN
A1600    Cohen,N    Blood donation-reduce minimum age   REF AHE
A1601    Cohen,N/Diegnan,P    Congo's Law-revise dangerous dog law   REF AAN
A1603    Cohen,N    PERS memb.-cert. emp. in DLPS   REF ASG
A1604    Cohen,N    Animal shelters-concerns funding   REF AJU
A1605    Cohen,N    Medicaid estate recoveries-concerns   REF AJU
A1606    Cohen,N    Medicare beneff. -reg.   REF AFI
A1608    Cohen,N    Abbott dist.-incl. cert co voc. sch dist   REF AED
A1609    Cohen,N    First Occupational Ctr. of NJ;$700K   REF AEN
A1610    Cohen,N    Involuntary commitment-concerns   REF AHO
A1611    Cohen,N    Green Acres Park Devel. Bond Act;$75M   REF AEN
A1612    Cohen,N    Electronic Waste Mgt. Act   REF AEN
A1613    Cohen,N    Home energy inspections-concerns   REF AHO
A1614    Cohen,N    Pub. contract set-aside prog.-concerns   REF ASG
A1615    Cohen,N/Vainieri Huttle,V    Coastal and Ocean Prot. Council-estab.   REF AEN
A1616    Cohen,N    Uniform Athlete Agents Act   REF ARP
A1617    Cohen,N    Auto. rain sensor devices-concerns   REF AEN
A1618    Cohen,N    Affordable housing-green bldg. standards   REF AEN
A1619    Cohen,N    Water consumption, mult dwelling-concerns   REF AEN
A1620    Cohen,N    Energy efficiency in bldgs.-promotes   REF AEN
A1621    Cohen,N    Pub. contract set-aside prog.-concerns   REF ASG
A1622    Cohen,N    Residential storage space-tax exempt   REF AAP
A1623    Cohen,N    Energy efficiency prog.-concerns   REF AEN
A1624    Cohen,N    Pub. bldg. energy efficiency-prov.   REF AEN
A1625    Cohen,N    Photovoltaic equip.-concern incentives   REF ATU
A1626    Cohen,N    Homeowners Equity Prot. Act   REF AFI
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A1641 McKeon,J  Plastic grocery bags-concerns  REF AEN
A1642 McKeon,J  Riparian lands-concerns  REF AEN
A1643 McKeon,J/Chivukula,U  Electric power net metering-concerns  REF ATU
A1644 McKeon,J  Rape care crisis ctr. grants;$250K  REF AAP
A1645 McKeon,J  Loc Pub Contracts Law-redefines qualif.  REF AHO
A1646 Giblin,T+5  Group homes, tax-exempt-St. aid to mun.  REF AHO
A1647 Giblin,T+1  St. contract-bidder prov. health benf.  REF ASG
A1648 Giblin,T  Resid. rental fees-concerns  REF AHO
A1649 Giblin,T  Passaic solid waste fac, canceled;$13.3M  REF AEN
A1650 Giblin,T  Privatization contracts req. review  REF ASG
A1651 Giblin,T+5  St. real prop., surplus-concerns  REF ASG
A1652 Giblin,T/Vainieri Huttle,V  Meadowlands convention ctr proj-concerns  REF ACE
A1653 Giblin,T/Egan,J+3  NJT-concerns procedures  REF ATR
A1654 Chiusano,G/McHose,A+8  Corp. bus tax-concerns assessment  REF AAP
A1655 Chiusano,G  Boat products-exempt. sales tax exemp.  REF ACE
A1656 Chiusano,G/McHose,A+5  Highlands Water Prot. Council-concerns  REF AEN
A1657 Chiusano,G/McHose,A  Bus. owners, cert.-deduct pension contrib  REF ACE
A1658 Chiusano,G/McHose,A+1  Highlands reserv. area-concerns  REF AEN
A1659 McHose,A/Karrow,M+1  St. officials, outside emp for comp  REF ASG
A1660 McHose,A/Chiusano,G+2  Black bears-permits deadly force  REF AAN
A1661 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Natl Guard emp-Allow bus/income tax cred  REF AMV
A1662 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  St. Ads and Promotions Comm.-estab.  REF ASG
A1663 McHose,A/Chiusano,G+1  Appropr., property of grants-in-aid-concern  REF ABU
A1664 McHose,A/Malone,J  Bond issuance-reg. debt.svc. pymt.  REF AAP
A1665 McHose,A/Chivukula,U+6  Highlands Region-concerns cert Constr  REF AEN
A1666 McHose,A/Chiusano,G+1  Ovarian cancer screening-prov. coverage  REF AFI
A1667 McHose,A/Chiusano,G+5  Fishing, hunting-clarify auth. to reg.  REF AAN
A1668 McHose,A/Vandervalk,G+1  Sch. psychologists-concerns  REF AFI
A1669 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Deer hunting w/bow & arrow-Auth. Sundays  REF AAN
A1670 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Housing auth. memb.-concerns  REF AHO
A1671 McHose,A/Greenwald,L+1  Classroom placement-concerns  REF AED
A1672 McHose,A/Voss,J  Drunk driv. who cause death-suspect lic.  REF ALP
A1673 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Assault by auto or vessel-concerns  REF ALP
A1674 McHose,A/Fisher,D+2  MV fines, cert.-concerns disposition  REF ALP
A1675 McHose,A/Burzichelli,J+1  Rural Police Svcs. Relief Fd.-estab.  REF ALP
A1676 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Armed Forces memb.-proh. unauth. images  REF AMV
A1677 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Filling of vacancies-proh. cert.  REF ASG
A1678 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Transp infrastructure-proh foreign owner  REF ATR
A1679 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Del Riv Port Auth-proh selling cert proj  REF ATR
A1680 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  PANYNJ-proh selling proj, foreign corp  REF ATR
A1682 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Del. Riv Bay Auth-proh selling cert proj  REF ATR
A1683 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Membership fees-dues-remove sales tax  REF ABU
A1684 McHose,A/Chiusano,G+3  Lane Splitting Task Force-estab.  REF ATR
A1685 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Voter regist.-concerns  REF ASG
A1686 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Interst. byws, cert.-concerns  REF ATR
A1687 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Civil unions-concerns  REF AJU
A1688 McHose,A/Chiusano,G+2  Recreational veh. as housing-Clarifies  REF AHO
A1689 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Highlands planning area-concerns  REF AEN
A1690 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  MV passing horses-concerns operation  REF ATR
A1691 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Transparency in Govt. Act-estab.  REF ABU
A1692 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Pub. finance of elections-concerns  REF ASG
A1693 McHose,A/Chiusano,G  Clean Elections Finan. Study Comm.-estab  REF ASG
A1694 Van Pelt,D/Rumpf,B  Lyme disease-req. health insur. to cover  REF AFI
A1695 Van Pelt,D/Rumpf,B  Mun. auth. over cert. emp.-concerns  REF AHO
A1696 Van Pelt,D/Rumpf,B  Long Beach Island connector bridge;$150M  REF ATR
A1697 Van Pelt,D/Rumpf,B  Notaries pub.-US cit. req.  REF AJU
A1698 Van Pelt,D/Rumpf,B+1  Finan. exploitation of elderly-offense  REF AHE
A1699 Van Pelt,D/Rumpf,B  Bay scallop harvesting-concerns  REF AAN
A1701 Van Pelt,D/Rumpf,B  NCIC terminals, new;$250K  REF ALP
A1702 Van Pelt,D/Rumpf,B+1  Inheritance tax-exempts  REF AAP
A1703 Munoz,E+1  Overcrowding-auth. addtl. fines  REF AHO
A1704 Munoz,E+3  Primary practitioner-loan redemption  REF AHE
A1705 Munoz,E+1  Emerg. veh.-estab. operating guidelines  REF AHS
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A1706    Munoz,E/Bramnick,J   Project Shalom;$110K   REF AHO
A1707    Munoz,E/Bramnick,J+4  Vets’ Oral Hist. Foundation-estab.    REF AMV
A1708    Munoz,E+1   September 11th-estab. lic. plate       REF ATR
A1709    Munoz,E/Bramnick,J Co. govt. effectiveness-create comm.;$95K   REF AHO
A1710    Munoz,E+1   Traumatic brain injuries-concerns resid.  REF AHE
A1711    Munoz,E/Cryan,J+2 Diabetes research/ed.-estab. lic. plate   REF ATR
A1713    Munoz,E+1   Bone mass measurement-insur. cover      REF AFI
A1714    Munoz,E+12  Matthew's Law Limiting Use of Restraints        REF AHE
A1715    Munoz,E    Ice/snow on mv-removal req., creates fine   REF ALP
A1716    Munoz,E/Voss,J+26   Jessica Lunsford Act        REF AJU
A1717    Munoz,E+1   Intermun. Devel. Review Act-estab.    REF AHO
A1718    Munoz,E+1  Emerg. svc’s, med asst recipients-concern    REF AHI
A1719    Munoz,E    Vet., cert. prov. unemp. benf.     REF AHE
A1720    Munoz,E    Inter. 78 -construct noise barriers    REF AHI
A1721    Munoz,E    Union Co Coll, Holocaust Study Prog;$73K     REF AHI
A1722    Munoz,E    Overs, cert. -prov. unemp. benf.    REF AIT
A1723    Munoz,E/Vas,J    Sex offenders-bars positions, youth org.   REF ALP
A1724    Munoz,E/Voss,J+26   Jessica Lunsford Act        REF AJU
A1725    Munoz,E    Elected off. -concerns forfeiture of benf    REF ASG
A1726    Munoz,E    Pedestrian safety-concerns    REF AHE
A1727    Munoz,E    MV, used-concerns sale              REF ATR
A1728    Munoz,E    Estab. lic. plate     REF AFI
A1729    Munoz,E    Virtual Med. Monitoring Svc. Pilot Prog.      REF AFI
A1730    Munoz,E    Co Coll, Holocaust Study Prog.;$73K   REF AHI
A1731    Munoz,E    Hearth-Homemade Product Act     REF AAP
A1732    Watson Coleman,B+1    Neighborhood Preserv. Fd. -incr. amt.   REF AHO
A1733    Watson Coleman,B+2   Amer. Indian Tribes-recognizes    REF ASG
A1734    Watson Coleman,B   Prop. owned by co.-concern cert. leases   REF AHO
A1735    Watson Coleman,B    Urban enterprise zones-amusement tax    REF AHE
A1736    Watson Coleman,B+5  Virtual Med. Monitoring Svcs. Pilot Prog.  REF AHE
A1737    Watson Coleman,B+4   Voter receipts-req. issuance       REF AFI
A1738    Watson Coleman,B/Gusciora,R    Affordable housing-concerns    REF AHO
A1739    Watson Coleman,B+2    Emerg. shelters, temp.-concerns  REF AHE
A1740    Watson Coleman,B+2   Prescription Drug Cost Reduction Comm.    REF AAP
A1741    Watson Coleman,B+4    Amer. Indian Tribes-recognizes    REF AAP
A1742    Watson Coleman,B   Prop. owned by co.-concern cert. leases  REF AHO
A1743    Watson Coleman,B    Urban enterprise zones-amusement tax    REF ATR
A1744    Watson Coleman,B    Estab. lic. plate     REF AFI
A1745    Watson Coleman,B    Overpasses-installation of prot. fencing    REF ATR
A1747    Watson Coleman,B+2   Rental resid. prop.-concerns    REF AHE
A1748    Watson Coleman,B    Rental prop.-concerns bldg. security    REF AFI
A1749    Watson Coleman,B    Students, cert.-concerns ed. costs    REF AED
A1750    Watson Coleman,B    Trenton Capital City Aid prog.-estab.    REF AAP
A1751    Watson Coleman,B+2   Student loans-concerns    REF ACO
A1752    Watson Coleman,B    Identification-req. issuance       REF AHO
A1753    Watson Coleman,B+2   Compulsory sch. attendance-concerns    REF AAP
A1754    Watson Coleman,B    Commercial veh.-restricted to cert. hwy.    REF AHE
A1755    Watson Coleman,B+2   Commercial veh.-restricted to cert. hwy.    REF ATR
A1756    Watson Coleman,B    Affordable housing-concerns    REF AHO
A1757    Watson Coleman,B    Affordable housing-concerns    REF ACO
A1758    Watson Coleman,B    Affordable housing-concerns    REF AHE
A1759    Watson Coleman,B+4   Driv lic-concern suspension/postponement    REF ALP
A1760    Watson Coleman,B    Chronic Kidney Disease Task Force-estab.    REF AHE
A1761    Watson Coleman,B    Moderate income housing-revises    REF AHO
A1762    Watson Coleman,B+2   Sch. chemical mgt. prog.-estab.;$90K    REF AEN
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A1770 Watson Coleman,B    Drug and alco. abuse-concerns treatment   REF AJU
A1771 Watson Coleman,B    Expungements-revises elig.        REF AJU
A1772 Watson Coleman,B    Witness tampering-updates offense   REF AJU
A1773 Watson Coleman,B    Labor peace agreements, cert.-concerns   REF ALA
A1774 Watson Coleman,B    Minimum wage-raises to $8.25   REF ALA
A1775 Ramos,R+2    Parking-concerns       REF ATU
A1776 Lampitt,P    Anonymous juries-concerns use        REF AJU
A1777 Handlin,A    Lic., cert.-concerns fee incr.     REF ARP
A1778 Chiappone,A    Prop.-concerns sale or lease      REF ACE
A1779 Ramos,R+2    Homestead prop. tax rebate-expand qual.   REF ABU
A1780 Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G    Pol. signs-prohibit display on prop. or hwy   REF ASG
A1781 Rudder,S    Renewable energy sys.-exemp, prop. tax   REF AHO
A1782 Rudder,S    Bail-concerns            REF AJU
ACR51 Vainieri Huttle,V    Water consumption user fee rev-direct          REF AEN
ACR52 Ramos,R    Meadowlands complex-auth casino gambling   REF ATG
ACR53 Ramos,R    Port of NY Dist.-econ. devel. plan    REF AHS
ACR54 Barnes,P    St. Auditor-elim. office    REF AAP
ACR55 Merkt,R    Supreme Court-removes cert. power   REF ASG
ACR56 Merkt,R/McHose,A    Marriage statute-clarify     REF AJU
ACR57 Merkt,R    Elective pub off.-prohib. holding multiple   REF ASG
ACR58 Merkt,R    Pub. emp. benf.-certs cert. contrib.    REF ALA
ACR59 Merkt,R/McHose,A+8    Eminent domain-limit exercise     REF ACE
ACR60 Merkt,R/Munoz,E    St. govt. operating expenses-estab cap.   REF AAP
ACR61 Merkt,R    St. budget-balance w/recurring revenue    REF ABU
ACR62 Merkt,R    Tobacco settlement bonds-voter approval   REF AAP
ACR63 Merkt,R    Leg. dist.-concerns Apportionment Comm.    REF ASG
ACR64 Merkt,R    DMV fees-St. transp. sys. funding    REF ATR
ACR65 Merkt,R/Karrow,M    Billspass Senate by two-thirds vote   REF ASG
ACR66 Merkt,R    Atty. General off.-make elective   REF ASG
ACR67 Merkt,R+1    St. Comptroller-assume cert. duties    REF ASG
ACR68 Merkt,R+2    Probation off.-law enforcement powers   REF ALP
ACR69 Merkt,R+16    St. fiscal restraint-Statewide I & R     REF AAP
ACR70 Vandervalk,C+1    St. ld. for ed.-per pupil basis     REF AED
ACR71 Rumpf,B+5    Props taxes-core curriculum, prob funding    REF AED
ACR72 Rumpf,B+1    Elective pub. off., crim. offense    REF ASG
ACR73 Rumpf,B    Prop. assessment reduct-amends constit.  REF ASG
ACR74 Rumpf,B    Condemnation power-restrict use    REF ACE
ACR75 Rumpf,B    St. govt. operating expenses-concerns   REF AAP
ACR76 Rumpf,B    Prop. tax reform-St. constit. convention    REF ASG
ACR77 Quigley,J    War on terror prisoners-adhere cert prov   REF AHS
ACR78 Handlin,A    Elected off., indicted-concerns    REF ASG
ACR79 Handlin,A    Leg. and pub. off.-restrict svc. yrs.      REF ASG
ACR80 Handlin,A    Leg.-convene, one-third memb.    REF ASG
ACR81 Rooney,J    Minor child med procedures-notify parent    REF AHU
ACR82 Rooney,J    Judges-yr. term, new reappt. process   REF AJU
ACR83 Rooney,J    Highlands Region-dedicate tax rev.    REF AEN
ACR84 Rooney,J    I & R-amends NJ Constit. to estab.    REF ASG
ACR85 Vas,J/Greenwald,L+2    Fed. income tax rev.-correct inequity    REF AAP
ACR86 Vas,J    Vet. prop. tax deduct-COL adjustment req    REF AMV
ACR87 Dancer,R    Debt Limitation Clause-voter approval    REF ASG
ACR88 Karrow,M+3    St. spending, annual-concerns    REF AAP
ACR89 Karrow,M+2    Annual spending limits-co, mun, sch dist    REF AAP
ACR90 Karrow,M/Merkt,R+15    Sch. funding-amends NJ Constit.    REF AED
ACR91 Karrow,M    Prop. tax relief-concerns    REF AAP
ACR92 Karrow,M/Malone,J+14    Annual approp. bill-concerns changes    REF ABU
ACR93 Karrow,M+40    9-11 relatives-support memor. id request    REF ALP
ACR94 Karrow,M    St. assets-voter approval to sell/lease    REF ASG
ACR95 Doherty,M+1    Supreme Ct. Justice-concerns term    REF AJU
ACR96 Greenwald,L    Vets., surviving spouse-homestead rebate    REF AMV
ACR97 Greenwald,L    Homestead real prop.-limit assessment    REF ASG
ACR98 Conners,J/Conaway,H+13    Disab. vet.-receive civil svc preference    REF AMV
ACR99 Gusciora,R    Real prop. taxes-limits amount    REF ASG
ACR101 Gusciora,R+2    Leg.-req. memb. serve full time    REF ASG
ACR102 Holzapfel,J/Wolfe,D    Homestead real prop.-limit assessment    REF AHO
ACR103  Cruz-Perez,N/Conners,J  Homeless vets-housing choice vouchers  REF AMV
ACR104  Wisniewski,J/Malone,J+2  Mun. court judges-appointment  REF AJU
ACR105  Wisniewski,J+1  Slot machines, racetracks-auth wagering  REF ATG
ACR106  Russo,D  Leg. Code of Ethics-concerns  REF ASG
ACR107  Chiappone,A  St. lottery net proceeds 5% to mun.  REF ATG
ACR108  Chiappone,A  Unclaimed lottery prize-concerns  REF ATG
ACR109  Wolfe,D/McHose,A+6  Free pub. sch.-Leg. prov.  REF AED
ACR110  Wolfe,D/Bramnick,J  Judges, justices-incr. mand. retir. age  REF AJU
ACR111  O'Scanlon,D  Free pub. sch.-Leg. prov.  REF AED
ACR112  O'Scanlon,D  Judges, justices-incr. mand. retir. age  REF AJU
ACR113  Chiappone,A  Natl. Guard & Reserves prov. finan. asst  REF AMV
ACR114  Chiappone,A  Armed Forces memb.-prov. free postage  REF AMV
ACR115  Rudder,S  Bail and illegal immigrants-concerns  REF AJU
AR51  Johnson,G/Vainieri Huttle,V  Korean Amer. Day-design. Jan.13th each yr  REF ASG
AR52  Johnson,G  Firefighter Recognition Day-design. Oct. 2  REF ALP
AR54  Gusciora,R/Conners,J+22  Women's Hist. Mo.-design. March, each yr.  REF AAN
AR55  Malone,J  Armed Forces memb.-prov. free postage  REF AMV
AR56  Johnson,G  Gang memb. relocation prog.-memor. Cong.  REF ALP
AR57  Bramnick,J/Moneta,F  N.J. residents-treat one another civilly  REF ASG
AR58  Bramnick,J/Moriarty,P  Health insur. provider-concerns options  REF AHE
AR59  Bramnick,J/Handlin,A  Israelis held captive-UN help free  REF ASG
AR60  Vandervalk,C  Continental Airlines Arena-continue use  REF ATG
AR61  Lampitt,P  Blindness Awareness Mo-design each yr  REF AHE
AR62  Chivukula,U/Munoz,E  Lyme Disease Awareness Mo.-May each yr.  REF AHE
AR63  Quigley,J  Rapid transit train set- defibrillators  REF AHE
AR64  Taylor,M  N.J. residents-treat one another civilly  REF AJU
AR65  Scalera,F/Conaway,H+1  In Case of Emerg. campaign-concerns  REF ATR
AR66  Cruz-Perez,N/Conners,J+1  Hire a Vet. Wk.-expresses support  REF AMV
AR67  Cruz-Perez,N/Lampitt,P+47  Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner prog  REF AHU
AR68  Taylor,M  N.J. residents-treat one another civilly  REF AJU
AR69  Scalera,F/Conaway,H+1  In Case of Emerg. campaign-concerns  REF ATR
AR70  Cruz-Perez,N/Conners,J+1  Paramedic svcs.-investigate cert billing  REF AHE
AR71  Quigley,J  Rapid transit train set-defibrillators  REF AHE
AR72  Doherty,M+20  Toll bridges-reinst. discounted tokens  REF ATR
AR73  Conaway,H/Conners,J+19  Hass Park-commemorative stamp  REF AHE
AR74  Doherty,M  Delaware Riv. Jfl. Toll Bridge Comm.-veto  REF ATR
AR75  Conaway,H/Conners,J+19  Hass Park-commemorative stamp  REF AHE
AR76  Taylor,M  N.J. residents-treat one another civilly  REF AJU
AR77  Scalera,F/Quigley,J+3  Sch. emp.-become Community vol.  REF AED
AR78  Taylor,M  N.J. residents-treat one another civilly  REF AJU
AR79  Scalera,F/Conaway,H+1  In Case of Emerg. campaign-concerns  REF ATR
AR80  Cruz-Perez,N/Pou,N  Community Reinvestment Act-concerns  REF AFI
AR81  Cruz-Perez,N/Conners,J+1  Mil. med fac-urge Cong, address problems  REF AMV
AR82  Conaway,H/Conners,J+19  Hass Park-commemorative stamp  REF AHE
AR83  Taylor,M  N.J. residents-treat one another civilly  REF AJU
AR84  Scalera,F/Quigley,J+3  Sch. emp.-become Community vol.  REF AED
AR85  Taylor,M  N.J. residents-treat one another civilly  REF AJU
AR86  Scalera,F/Conaway,H+1  In Case of Emerg. campaign-concerns  REF ATR
AR87  Cruz-Perez,N/Pou,N  Community Reinvestment Act-concerns  REF AFI
AR88  Cruz-Perez,N/Conners,J+1  Mil. med fac-urge Cong, address problems  REF AMV
AR89  Conaway,H/Conners,J+19  Hass Park-commemorative stamp  REF AHE
AR90  Taylor,M  N.J. residents-treat one another civilly  REF AJU
AR91  Scalera,F/Quigley,J+3  Sch. emp.-become Community vol.  REF AED
AR92  Taylor,M  N.J. residents-treat one another civilly  REF AJU
AR93  Scalera,F/Conaway,H+1  In Case of Emerg. campaign-concerns  REF ATR
AR94  Cruz-Perez,N/Pou,N  Community Reinvestment Act-concerns  REF AFI
AR95  Cruz-Perez,N/Conners,J+1  Mil. med fac-urge Cong, address problems  REF AMV
AR96  Conaway,H/Conners,J+19  Hass Park-commemorative stamp  REF AHE
AR97  Taylor,M  N.J. residents-treat one another civilly  REF AJU
AR98  Scalera,F/Quigley,J+3  Sch. emp.-become Community vol.  REF AED
AR99  Taylor,M  N.J. residents-treat one another civilly  REF AJU
AR100  Scalera,F/Conaway,H+1  In Case of Emerg. campaign-concerns  REF ATR
AR101  Cruz-Perez,N/Pou,N  Community Reinvestment Act-concerns  REF AFI
AR102  Cruz-Perez,N/Conners,J+1  Mil. med fac-urge Cong, address problems  REF AMV
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

AR76   Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J    Obstetrical care-adopt clinical protocol   REF AHE
AR77   Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J    Vic Kubu Day-desig. December 2, 2007   REF ASG
AR78   Stender,L    St. of Israel stamp-memor. 60th anniv.   REF ASG
AR79   Conaway,H    Post-mastectomy in-patient care-coverage   REF AHE
AR80   Conaway,H+1    Black box warnings-post list on website   REF AHE
AR81   Fisher,D    Fed. farm leg., benf. NJ agric.-enact   REF AHE
AR82   DeCroce,A    Aircraft, cert-memor. Cong. to phase-out   REF ATR
AR83   McHose,A/Handlin,A+2    BPU-Asm. Budget Comm. investigate   REF ABU
AR84   McHose,A/Chiusano,G    Lackawanna Cutoff proj.-urge completion   REF ATR
AR85   Munoz,E    Mil. troops-honor, display yellow ribbon   REF AMV

Concurrent Resolution Passed:

Providing for the Legislature to hold a joint session for the purpose of receiving the Governor's State of the State Address.

Resolution Passed:

AR1    Roberts,J/Watson Coleman,B    General Assembly-organizes   (Voice)

Democratic Leadership:

Assemblyman Joseph J. Roberts, Jr. (5), Assembly Speaker
Assemblywoman Bonnie Watson Coleman (15), Majority Leader
Assemblywoman Joan M. Quigley (32), Majority Conference Leader
Assemblyman Jerry Green (22), Speaker Pro-Tempore

Republican Leadership:

Assemblyman Alex DeCroce (26), Republican Leader
Assemblyman Peter J. Biondi (16), Republican Conference Leader
Assemblyman Jon M. Bramnick (21), Republican Whip

Clerk of the General Assembly:

Dana M. Burley

The following are the 2008/2009 Assembly Standing Reference Committees:

Agriculture and Natural Resources (AAN)
Appropriations (AAP)
Budget (ABU)
Commerce and Economic Development (ACE)
Consumer Affairs (ACO)
Education (AED)
Environment and Solid Waste (AEN)
Financial Institutions and Insurance (AFI)
Health and Senior Services (AHE)
Higher Education (AHI)
Homeland Security and State Preparedness (AHS)
Housing and Local Government (AHO)
Human Services (AHO)
The following are the 2008/2009 Assembly Standing Reference Committees: (cont’d)

Judiciary (AJU)
Labor (ALA)
Law and Public Safety (ALP)
Military and Veterans’ Affairs (AMV)
Regulated Professions (ARP)
State Government (ASG)
Telecommunications and Utilities (ATU)
Transportation, Public Works and Independent Authorities (ATR)
Tourism and Gaming (ATG)

The Assembly adjourned at 6:40 P.M. to meet again on Thursday, January 24, 2008 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “A” and “B” scheduled to meet).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

None

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (01/07/08):

None